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1 Introduction

In 1959 the Journal of Nuclear Materials (JNM) was founded and is now celebrating its Diamond 
Anniversary year. The present paper is part of a series in which single JNM-characteristic topics are 
reviewed both from a scientific as well as a historical point of view. 
Tungsten is a body-centered cubic lattice structured transition metal with unique properties. It has the 
largest cohesive energy of all elements, including diamond (carbon), and thus not surprisingly, the highest 
melting and boiling point (3695 K and 5828 K) as well as the lowest vapor pressure (8.15·10-8 Pa at 2000 °C 
and 10-1 Pa at 3000 °C) of all metals. Its anisotropy coefficient is very close to one (A=1.010 at room 
temperature), which means that with regard to elasticity, tungsten behaves nearly isotropically. With a 
Young’s modulus of 411 GPa, tungsten is one of the stiffest metals exceeded only by Iridium (582 GPa), 
Osmium (560 GPa), Rhenium (463 GPa), and Ruthenium (447 GPa). Nevertheless, severe drawbacks like a 
catastrophic oxidation behavior or a rather low toughness prevented tungsten from its use in most 
structural applications.
In any case, as a functional material, tungsten is well-known for many high-temperature applications (in 
inert atmosphere or vacuum, as a matter of course) in the lighting industry, cathode ray tubes, X-ray tube 
cathodes and anodes, furnace heaters and shields, glass fiber production, but also for armor penetrating 
ammunition, and to some extent in aerospace engineering. Due to its high density (19250 kg/m3), tungsten 
is a very effective X-ray absorber material and thus plays an important role in radiation shielding. It is a 
maybe less known coincidence that the density of gold matches nearly the density of tungsten (but not the 
price), which frequently leads to speculations of a vast conspiracy that the world's gold supplies are being 
debased by filling gold ingots with tungsten (e.g. business insider, Sep. 19, 2012). However, about 66 % of 
the global tungsten consumption is allotted to cemented carbide products, and about 17 % to the alloying 
of steel and other materials. This means that world-wide only 11 % is used for mill products and 6 % for 
other applications (International Tungsten Industry Association, London, 2011).
Historically, a significant part of tungsten-related research was and still is dedicated to chemistry. With its 
use as filaments in incandescent lamps, tungsten-associated research in materials science rapidly increased 
and led to some astonishing achievements – even though unintentionally in the one or other case. Today, 
oxide dispersion strengthening (ODS) is an important practice in physical metallurgy. In the case of 
thoriated tungsten, this technology was applied already in 1913, that is, long before the ODS mechanism 
was known. Also, the discovery of high-temperature creep strengthening by soft dispersoids goes back to 
materials processing in the period of 1910-1925. Tungsten materials that were processed in certain clay 
crucibles turned out by a fluke to be extraordinary stable. Consequent chemical analysis showed a pick-up 
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of potassium, aluminum, and silicon during powder processing, but mainly potassium remained in the 
sintered material, which formed tiny bubbles. Ongoing materials research led later on to the strongest 
man-made refractory alloy (i.e. at temperatures above 2000 K): precipitation hardened W-Re-HfC [1].
Beside the invention of the modern design of x-ray tubes by William Coolidge in 1913, other important 
tungsten-related scientific and technological discoveries during the early 20th century are closely related 
to the work of the Nobel Prize laureate Irving Langmuir (see Section 2). Since the late 1950s, tungsten was 
used in neutron irradiation experiments for various basic material studies. Later on, proton irradiations 
were investigated with a focus on the use as spallation target. But tungsten never gained much importance 
as a nuclear power material, that is, it never played a significant role in commercial fission reactor 
technology. However, it was considered as candidate material for advanced technologies, like for example, 
in space nuclear power systems. Therefore, many design-relevant engineering and technological data on 
tungsten were produced already in the early 1960s [2–4]. This work was continued and finally compiled 
within the SP-100 Program – a cooperation among the NASA, the DOE, and the DARPA [5]. Without any 
doubt, tungsten materials have achieved by far the highest interest in nuclear fusion research. Especially 
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project and the decision for tungsten as an 
armor material was the main driver for an amazing increase in tungsten-related publications regarding 
irradiation and plasma interaction. Moreover, the world-wide ambitions towards a fusion demonstration 
reactor (DEMO) have recently initiated comprising irradiation projects and plasma experiments. Therefore, 
the interest in tungsten materials from a technological as well as a scientific viewpoint is currently as high 
as probably never before.
The following Section 2 provides an overview on the history of tungsten research. It starts with the area 
before 1959. Some statistics on tungsten publications since the foundation of JNM highlight the main topics 
and stakeholders. The chapter ends with a brief literature survey. Section 3 gives an overview on tungsten 
materials, which are relevant for this paper. In the succeeding Sections 4-7 the following topics are 
reviewed: neutron irradiation, plasma surface interaction, synergistic effects of neutron irradiation and 
plasma interaction, and high heat flux effects.

2 Historical Development

2.1 Tungsten-related publications before the foundation of the Journal of Nuclear Materials

In 1564, Johann Mathesius – a German priest and teacher – was the first to mention the mineral wolframite 
in literature [1,6]. The mineral Scheelite was mentioned by A. F. Cronstedt in 1757 and in 1783 metallic 
tungsten was first prepared by Don Juan Jose de Elhuyar and his brother Fausto by reduction of tungstic 
acid with powdered charcoal as proposed by T. Bergmann two years earlier. Finally, R. Oxland can be 
considered as the real founder of systematic tungsten chemistry in 1841. He gave procedures for the 
preparation of sodium tungstate, tungsten trioxide, and tungsten metal. Oxland also patented procedures 
for ferrotungsten production in 1847 and 1857, which is the basis for high speed steels (sources and more 
details are given in [1]). 
According to the Scopus database, scientific publications on tungsten date back to 1860 when the first 
article on “tungsten steel” appeared in the Journal of the Franklin Institute [7]. During the 19th century 
there were only 19 tungsten-related publications, which mainly treated the effect of tungsten in steels 
(ferrotungsten) [8–11], its atomic weight [12–15], and of various chemical reactions [16–18]. 
At the beginning of the 20th century tungsten was mainly used as alloying element in steels and for electric 
lamp filaments. During the industrialization in the following 40 years the number of tungsten-related 
inventions and applications increased significantly. Cemented carbides or hard metal (tungsten carbide 
plus cobalt), stellite, tungsten heavy alloys (W-Cu, W-Ag, W-Ni/Fe), x-ray cathodes, electronic tubes and 
welding rods are just a few examples (a detailed overview is given in Wah Chung’s “tungsten tree” in [1]). 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the number of publications on tungsten increased to a few hundred in 
the period from 1900 until the early 1940s. Nevertheless, this period was dominated by all kind of studies 
related to lamp applications. More than one third of the articles were about recrystallization and sagging 
of incandescent tungsten wires, filaments, high temperature phenomena as well as reactions with gases, 
carbon, water vapor and alkali metals. During that time, obviously the main driver for applied tungsten 
research was the lifetime extension of light bulbs, which led to the development of doped tungsten – first 
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by thorium-oxide (thoriated tungsten) and later on by other refractory oxides (e.g. hafnium, zirconium or 
cerium oxide) and by potassium. 
It is very interesting that Irving Langmuir (Nobel Prize laureate in Chemistry in 1932) made his first scientific 
contributions in the area of incandescent light bulbs during that period [19–26]. Further, he improved the 
diffusion pump, he discovered the lifetime extension by filling the bulb with inert gases and he increased 
the bulb efficiency by twisted filaments. Langmuir also discovered that molecular hydrogen introduced into 
a tungsten-filament bulb dissociated into atomic hydrogen and formed a monoatomic layer on the surface 
of the bulb. Moreover, he studied the emission of charged particles from hot tungsten filaments 
(thermionic emission). He gave these ionized gases the name “plasma” [27–29]. Together with Tonks [30–
32], Langmuir discovered electron density waves in plasmas that are now known as Langmuir waves. He 
introduced the concept of electron temperature and in 1924 invented the diagnostic method for measuring 
both temperature and density with an electrostatic probe, now called a Langmuir probe and commonly 
used in plasma physics [33]. It is remarkable that some important fundamentals of today’s nuclear fusion 
research (e.g. diagnostics, high temperature behavior of pure and doped tungsten, plasma physics, surface 
chemistry) are connected to Irving Langmuir and date back to the period from about 1910-1930. But the 
story doesn’t end there. Langmuir put his discovery of atomic hydrogen to use by inventing the atomic 
hydrogen welding process – the first plasma weld ever made [34–40]. Plasma welding has since been 
developed into tungsten inert-gas welding (TIG) [41].
From 1940 to 1959 (the foundation year of JNM), several hundred scientific articles on tungsten were 
published of which about one-half fall into the category chemistry and the other half into physics and 
engineering. Within this period there were still many publications on light bulb applications ([42] provides 
one of the first reviews) and surface chemistry, but also on tungsten deposits, ore and production. Also 
during that time, the first articles on neutron interactions with tungsten (activation analysis, isotopes, 
decay, neutron resonances) were published [43–58]. Since 14 MeV neutrons play an important role in 
nuclear fusion, it is interesting that for the first fission cross-section studies on tungsten [59] a neutron 
source was used, which utilized the T+DHe+n reaction – the Los Alamos Van de Graaff. Before 1960, 
there were only three publications on neutron irradiation damage in tungsten. The first entry in the Web 
of Science database on neutron irradiation and its effect on the mechanical properties (in this case tensile 
properties) appears in 1957 [60]. Two irradiation damage and recovery studies were published in 1958 
[61,62].
In summary, before the foundation of JNM, the estimated number of tungsten related publications ranges 
in the order of 1000 and only very few were about irradiation while the topic “plasma” was still in its 
infancy. The main subject areas of these papers were physics (25 %), chemistry (24 %), biochemistry (9 %), 
and engineering (9 %) (see Fig. 1, left). Note: According to the Scopus database with “tungsten” explicitly 
mentioned in the title of the article there were about 900 articles before 1960, but numerous other types 
of publications like specialist workshops, books or proceedings might not be considered by this simple 
approach. In addition, there are publications on this subject without the word “tungsten” in the article 
title. Therefore, the presented numbers have to be considered as a rough estimate – especially for the 
early 1960s and before.
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Fig. 1: Subject areas of publications from 1860-1959 (left) and from 1960-2017 (right) with “tungsten” in the article title 
(Scopus database, note: an article can be listed in several areas).

2.2 Some statistics on tungsten-related publications after the foundation year of the Journal of 
Nuclear Materials

From 1960 to 1987 the number of tungsten related publications steadily increased from 60 to roughly 600 
per year. This level was more or less kept until 2003 and increased again from 650 articles in 2004 to more 
than 1500 papers per year in 2017. Since the foundation of JNM more than 32000 documents on tungsten 
have been published mainly in the subject areas materials science (25 %), physics (21 %), engineering (18 
%), chemistry including chemical engineering and biochemistry (25 %), and Energy with 4 % (see Fig. 1, 
right). Due to the fact that each article can be listed in different areas, it is not possible to derive clear 
trends from the distribution in terms of key topics. In summary, the tungsten related publications from 
1960-2017 can be divided into two main topics: materials/physics/engineering (64 %) and chemistry 
including chemical engineering and biochemistry (25 %).
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Fig. 2: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-2017. Only the leading 
40 sources according to the Scopus database are listed.

A ranking of 40 journals with the highest number of tungsten related articles in the period from 1960-2017 
is given in Fig. 2. This selection covers about 10200 documents, which correspond to 1/3 of the total 
tungsten publications from 1960-2017. With more than 850 publications (8 % within this top 40 list) JNM 
printed by far the highest number of articles per journal on tungsten. 
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Fig. 3: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-2017. Only the leading 
20 countries according to the Scopus database are listed. The average over a total of 125 countries is 260 publications per 
country.

The ranking of tungsten related publications by countries (also for the period 1960-2017) is plotted in Fig. 
3. With over 6800 publications (21 %) the USA is clearly leading the list, followed by China with more than 
4500 publications (14 %), Japan (3000, 9 %), Germany (2500, 8 %), the UK (2100, 7 %), and Russian 
Federation, France, and India (each less than 1700, 4-5 %), South Korea (900, 3 %) and Canada (600, 2 %). 
The number of publications decreases rather steeply in this ranking: the top ten countries (that are only 8 
% of all ranked countries) published more than 76 % of all tungsten associated papers.
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Fig. 4: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-2017. Only the leading 
50 affiliations according to the Scopus database are listed.

The ranking of tungsten related publications by affiliation is shown in Fig. 4. It is a top 50 list that comprises 
1/3 of all publications. The complete list of the Scopus database includes 160 affiliations, which contribute 
to 58 % (18840) of all publications (32713) with an average of 118 articles per affiliation. That is, the actual 
average for all affiliations (these are much more than 160) is certainly below 100 publications per affiliation, 
which highlights at least the top 10-15 in this ranking. With 783 and 758 publications, the Russian Academy 
of Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Sciences are clearly leading the list followed by the Max Planck 
Institute for Plasma Physics (479). In summary, the top five affiliations in the world regarding tungsten 
related publications are national academies or national institutions or national laboratories. 
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Fig. 5: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-2017. Only the leading 
30 authors according to the Scopus database are listed.

In the tungsten related publications ranking by author (see Fig. 5) 18 authors out of the top 30 list published 
their tungsten related research work in the area of nuclear fusion (of which a substantial part is covered 
by JNM). This clearly demonstrates the important role of tungsten research for this topic. Moreover, nine 
authors contributed to the area chemistry (including surface chemistry) and three authors published in the 
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area materials science (including modelling). It is remarkable, that 12 of the 18 nuclear fusion focused 
authors are working at two German affiliations.
Important note: Whenever preparing, analyzing or citing statistics on publications, it is essential to indicate 
the underlying database. In this section, all statistics are based on the Scopus database (query: “tungsten” 
in document title and publication year 1960-2017). A comparison with other databases, like for example 
Web of Science, leads to similar general results, but the particular ranking sequences deviate from each 
other due to individual categorization in the different databases. This is especially true for Figs. 1 and 5. 
Nevertheless, the trends and over-all conclusions are still in good agreement, independent of the database.

2.3 Publications on the effect of irradiation and plasma interaction on tungsten

In the case of tungsten, macroscopic irradiation effects are typically caused by neutron or high-energy 
proton irradiation while ion irradiation only shows effects near to surfaces or in thin films. The interactions 
of tungsten with high-energy electron and laser beams can be restricted mainly to thermal effects.
A “side-effect” of electron irradiation is the generation of bremsstrahlung using tungsten as a target 
material, which has been studied more intensively by means of energy spectra and angular distribution 
since the 1970s (e.g. [63–72]). Bremsstrahlung is electromagnetic radiation produced by deceleration of 
electrons (or more generally of charged particles), in the present case, due to deflection by the tungsten 
lattice nuclei. The main application in connection with tungsten is the X-ray tube [73–84], in which 
electrons are accelerated in a vacuum by an electric voltage onto a tungsten anode. 
Inelastic scattering of high-energetic protons (in the order of 1 GeV) with heavy nuclei (e.g. tungsten) leads 
to the production of neutrons during deexcitation of the target (tungsten) nuclei. This process is called 
nuclear spallation and is used in neutron sources that are not based on nuclear fission. The European 
Spallation Source (ESS) is a most recent international project example. Transmutation (isotope and gas 
production), microstructural damage, and surface modification are typical topics that have been studied 
since the early 1970s (e.g. [85–99]).
In connection with neutron irradiation, the setup or refinement of nuclear databases for neutronic 
calculations and related validation experiments is another area where tungsten materials are involved. 
Decay, activation, and displacement cross-sections are typical results of benchmark experiments that have 
been published since the 1990s (e.g. [100,101,101–113]).
Beside the three above mentioned topics, the main field in which irradiation and plasma interaction with 
tungsten come into play is nuclear fusion. In all current power reactor concepts (demonstration reactor, 
DEMO) the in-vessel components are foreseen to be protected by a tungsten armor layer or by massive 
blocks (see [114–116] and references therein). The problem in the related component design and materials 
development is the unique operating scenario in such future fusion reactors: the load on the tungsten 
armor parts is a multi-dimensional dynamic overlay of (i) neutron irradiation, (ii) impacting particles 
(plasma surface interaction), and (iii) extreme thermal stresses (or high heat flux effects). Since there is no 
test device in which this specific scenario could be simulated (such a device would be the reactor itself), 
the effects have to be studied separately. And even this single effect studies require costly large-scale 
facilities. 
Neutron irradiation effects are mainly studied by nuclear fission materials test reactor experiments, even 
though the neutron spectra differ significantly. High flux neutron spallation sources to produce a fusion 
typic neutron spectrum are still in the planning stage (IFMIF, DONES). Investigations on the damage 
mechanisms, damage recovery, defect types, and microstructural changes have been continuously 
performed since the late 1950s ([117–143]). The same is true for studies on the neutron irradiation induced 
change of mechanical and physical properties ([144–160]) as well as the volumetric change – the so-called 
swelling ([161,162]). Transmutation is also a typical effect of neutron-nuclei interaction, which changes the 
chemical composition of materials. As a result, gas bubbles (e.g. hydrogen, helium) or rhenium-osmium 
precipitations may form in tungsten and lead to further material degradation. Corresponding studies are, 
for example, published in [163–180]. Due to the expensive fission reactor experiments, a few attempts 
have been made to simulate neutron damage by the use of proton beams [181,182]. But much more effort 
has been spent on the use of ion irradiation (see below).
Investigation on plasma surface interactions with tungsten are mainly based on experimental fusion 
(reactor) facilities (e.g. JET/CCFE, ASDEX upgrade/MPI-IPP), plasma generators (e.g. PISCES/UCSD, Magnum 
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PSI/DIFFER), helium/hydrogen beam facilities (e.g. GLADIS/MPI-IPP), or ion accelerators. The topic can be 
subdivided into three areas: (1) lattice defects, recovery, microstructure change (e.g. [183–226]), (2) 
surface modifications (e.g. [191,206,209,222,225,227–278]), (3) diffusion and retention of hydrogen 
(deuterium, tritium) and helium (e.g. [279–308]). With the steady increase in computing power and 
progress in micro/nano-mechanical testing and microscopy, a new research area has been established: the 
simulation of neutron irradiation damage in tungsten by ion irradiation and/or ion implantation in 
combination with various kinds of modelling approaches. The computational studies were also extended 
to plasma-surface interaction and other general irradiation effects. An overview on the progress of recent 
years in the different research directions can be obtained by [309–354]. 
High heat flux effects in tungsten or extreme local thermal stresses are closely related to the so-called 
divertor armor parts in nuclear fusion reactors (see [355–358]), but also to X-ray anodes, nuclear spallation 
targets or to the thermal management of high power semiconductors. In many studies the extreme heat 
load is generated (or simulated) by electron beams on water-cooled (e.g. JUDITH/FZJ) or helium-cooled 
targets (e.g. HELOKA/KIT). Especially in fusion research, neutral hydrogen/helium beams, plasma 
generators, experimental tokamaks or lasers are also deployed for heat flux tests. A selection of 
investigations on extreme heat and thermal shock tests with tungsten from the past 5 years is given in 
[359–407] and references therein.
From the high number of publications, it can be clearly seen that the interest in plasma surface and high 
heat flux effects has been dramatically heightened in the past two decades due to the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project. During this period the decision has been taken to use 
tungsten as the armor material for one of the main in-vessel components, the water-cooled divertor 
[362,408–437]. In addition, this triggered the setup of various test facilities and comprising international 
mock-up testing programs.
A literature survey on the present subject “Behavior of Tungsten under Irradiation and Plasma Interaction” 
based on the Scopus database (see Fig. 6) leads to more than 700 articles (note: the survey doesn’t claim 
completeness, but should show the correct trend). As mentioned above, the area “ion irradiation”, “high 
heat flux tests”, “modeling” and “divertor” became rather popular in the last 2 decades due to their impact 
on nuclear fusion. Publications of the other topics are more or less equally distributed over the whole 
period of interest. In any case, JNM is the most important source for the subject. More than 30 % of the 
papers were published in the JNM while all nuclear fusion related journals (Fusion Engineering & Design, 
Nuclear Fusion, Fusion Science & Technology, etc.) together printed only about 20 % of the articles.

IonIrradiation,
204

HighHeatFlux
Tests,162

Neutron
Irradiation,128

Modelling,88

Divertor,55

Bremsstrahlung,
X-rays,37

Proton
Irradiation,22 NuclearData,15

1960-2018:711publications

Fig. 6: Subject areas of publications on tungsten irradiation and plasma interaction from 1960 until July 2018, investigated 
by the Scopus database. Remarkably, more than 30 % of the articles were published by the JNM.
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The progress in nuclear fusion technologies also gave rise to numerous tungsten materials development 
and characterization activities as well as to technological studies in which also fabrication processes play 
an important role. From 1960 to July 2018, more than 280 papers in these areas have been identified in 
the Scopus database. Since the majority of tungsten applications are within the nuclear field, it is not so 
surprising that JNM is the leading source here, too. JNM published about 20 % of all articles that are 
associated with tungsten materials development, characterization, and fabrication. For comparison, 
second and third are Fusion Engineering & Design (12 %) and the International Journal of Refractory Metals 
and Hard Materials (7 %). In the following section, the past and current trends in tungsten materials 
development are reviewed in more detail.

3 A brief overview on tungsten materials

Since the early 19th century, the principal production route of tungsten and tungsten alloys is by powder 
metallurgy. Melting technology has never reached industrial significance due to the required high 
temperatures and also due to the resulting coarse microstructure of the "as cast" tungsten materials [1]. 
The main production steps are powder fabrication, powder compacting, and sintering. To reach full density 
or a certain shape of the semi-finished products, final forming processes have to be applied.
Ammonium Paratungstate ((NH4)10(H2W12O42)·4H2O, APT) is the most important and almost exclusively 
used precursor for tungsten powder. Other intermediate powder products, such as tungsten trioxide 
(WO3), tungsten blue oxide (WO3-x, TBO), tungstic acid (H2WO4), and ammonium metatungstate 
((NH4)6(H2W12O40)·xH20) are derived from APT. The most important starting materials for the production 
of tungsten powder are tungsten trioxide, tungsten blue oxide or tungstic acid. The actual powder 
fabrication relies on hydrogen reduction according to the overall equation WO3 + 3 H2  W + 3 H2O at 
temperatures between 600-1100 °C in a streaming hydrogen atmosphere [1]. 
Due to its high hardness, tungsten powder is not easy to compact. Nevertheless, in most cases compaction 
is performed without lubricant to avoid contamination. The main routes are uniaxial pressing in rigid dies 
and hydrostatic pressing in flexible molds. Depending on the applied pressure, particle size, size 
distribution, particle shape, and size of the compact, the green density is in the range of 55-65% of the 
theoretical density (75% at most) [1].
During tailored sintering processes, the green compacts are densified to a degree that is sufficient for 
subsequent thermomechanical processing. Sintering of tungsten is commonly carried out between 2000 
and 3000 °C under flowing hydrogen, either by direct sintering (self-resistance heating) or indirect sintering 
(resistance element heating systems). The final density is commonly in the range between 92 and 98% [1].
With few exceptions, tungsten is used in the form of pore-free preforms ("wrought" P/M tungsten). To 
obtain a fully dense material with certain mechanical properties, a complex, multistage, hot and cold 
forming process is required. The most important forming techniques for tungsten are rolling (for rods and 
sheet products), round forging (for large diameter parts), swaging (for rods), forging (for large parts), and 
drawing (for wires) [1,438].
Alternative tungsten production processes are plasma spraying, chemical vapor deposition, sputtering 
(physical vapor deposition), arc melting, and electron beam zone melting (for the production of larger 
single crystals). Powder or metal injection molding (PIM, MIM) is another alternative process, which 
enables the mass fabrication of near net-shaped parts [372,439–450].
Cemented carbides compose a very important and large group of tungsten materials, but they are rarely 
of interest in connection with irradiation or plasma interaction. This leaves, beside pure tungsten, four 
classes of tungsten materials (see Fig. 8): (i) doped tungsten (alternative terms: dispersion strengthened, 
grain stabilized tungsten), (ii) solid solution (or substitutional) tungsten alloys, (iii) ternary and multi-
component alloys, and (iv) tungsten composites (tungsten heavy metals, two-phase tungsten alloys). 
Pure tungsten has a melting point of 3695 K (3422 °C), a low coefficient of thermal expansion (4.5 µm/m/K), 
a high thermal conductivity (173 W/m/K), and a high Young’s modulus (411 GPa). One of the main draw-
backs of tungsten for most structural, but also many functional applications, is its severe brittleness with 
rather high ductile-to-brittle transition temperatures (DBTT). Its mechanical properties strongly depend on 
the microstructure (in particular, grain size and texture), and therefore, on its production history. For 
example, recrystallized tungsten shows a typical hardness of only about 300 HV30 and a DBTT of more than 
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1000 °C (measured by Charpy tests), compared to fine-grained worked tungsten with values up to 650 
HV30 [584] and a DBTT of 500-600 °C. On the other hand, recrystallization depends strongly on the 
deformation degree (cold working) and can be as low as 900-1000 °C. Therefore, the basic objective in 
tungsten materials development and fabrication is to produce a tailored microstructure that provides the 
desired properties and to stabilize this specific microstructure with respect to high temperatures or other 
loads (e.g. irradiation interactions). 
In the case of solid solution tungsten alloys in principle both goals may be met: a finer microstructure (this 
leads to a better high temperature strength) and an increased recrystallization temperature. However, as 
indicated in Fig. 7, there are only few elements (Ti, V, Nb, Mo, Ta, Re), which are soluble in sufficient 
concentrations in the tungsten lattice, and unfortunately, all of them – with the exception of rhenium – 
either increase the DBTT or reduce toughness [451]. Thus, none of these binary (but also ternary) tungsten 
base alloys has attained commercial importance and so the only significant solid solution tungsten alloy 
today is tungsten rhenium [1]. Rhenium additions increase the ductility of wrought products at low 
temperatures and also improve their high-temperature strength and plasticity. Furthermore, rhenium 
additions stabilize the grain structure, increase the recrystallization temperature, reduce the degree of 
recrystallization embrittlement, and significantly improve the weldability. Finally, W-Re alloys also exhibit 
superior corrosion behavior than unalloyed tungsten. The only drawback of rhenium is its high price (they 
are more expensive compared to tungsten by about two orders of magnitude). The most important alloy 
compositions are W-(3-5)Re, W-10Re, and W-(25-26)Re. Alloys with 5% rhenium exhibit the hardness 
minimum and highest creep strength while alloys with >8% rhenium show good workability and have 
significantly better welding properties. The 3-10% rhenium range is extremely resistant against alternating 
thermal stresses, which for example, occur in X-ray anodes with high-energy electron beams [1].

Fig. 7: Overview on typical metallic two-component tungsten phases at lower temperatures. The elements are either 
insoluble, form intermetallic phases in an extended concentration range, form stoichiometric (line) compounds with indicated 
ratios, or form solid solutions (in some cases just within certain limits).

The main effect of doping tungsten by an insoluble second phase consists in stabilizing the microstructure, 
that is, the recrystallization temperature is increased. Depending on the specific dopant, strength and 
creep resistance is improved while the elastic and physical properties remain almost unchanged. Potassium 
doped tungsten wires (also referred to as AKS doped, non-sag, or WVM tungsten in lamp industry) show 
an outstanding creep resistance due to rows of potassium-filled bubbles (they are gaseous at working 
temperatures), which are aligned in rows parallel to the wire axis. These bubbles act as barriers for grain 
boundary migration in the radial direction. This can shift the recrystallization temperature to over 1800 °C. 
Wire drawing with intermediate recrystallization steps forms an interlocking long-grained microstructure, 
which gives the lamp wire its so-called non-sag properties (sagging due to its own weight). Potassium 
doping can also be applied to plate and foil production. More details on the fabrication steps, properties 
and applications are given in [1,452] and references therein. Historically, oxide dispersion strengthening 
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(with the “side effect” of stabilizing the grain boundaries) in tungsten refers to the use of ThO2, which was 
later on replaced by La2O3, Y2O3, CeO2, or ZrO2 as a second phase. Like potassium doped tungsten, the 
formation and distribution of ODS particles are a result of multi-step deformation and annealing processes. 
Since thoria and lanthana additions lower the electron work function, these materials are used in X-ray 
tubes, discharge lamps and as electrodes for tungsten inert-gas (TIG) welding [1]. As an alternative to oxide 
dispersion strengthening, the use of carbide dispersoids like TaC, NbC, TiC, or ZrC has also been investigated 
[453], but proved to be much less effective above 1900 °C compared to HfC. Unfortunately, HfC cannot be 
doped by powder metallurgy due the oxygen affinity of hafnium [1].
The so-called tungsten heavy metal alloys are composite materials consisting of tungsten particles 
(typically 90-98 wt.%) embedded in a binder matrix of Ni-Fe or Ni-Cu-(Fe). Due to the binder matrix, these 
alloys are ductile and easy to machine. They have a much higher elasticity modulus than steel and show a 
high absorption for X-rays and gamma-rays but have limitations on their upper use temperature due to the 
moderate melting point of the binder material. 
More recent research focuses on tungsten-fiber reinforced tungsten composite materials with unique 
properties regarding high temperature strength and pseudo-plasticity [454–463]. Other composite 
developments make use of the special ductility of tungsten foils (ultra-fine-grained tungsten). Laminating 
tungsten sheets with binding layers (e.g. Cu, CuAg, V, Zr, Ta) enables the fabrication of composite parts 
(plates, pipes) that combine the beneficial properties of both phases [464–468]. 
A rather specific class of tungsten alloys – self-passivating alloys - addresses another major draw-back, 
which is the catastrophic oxidation behavior of tungsten. These are ternary and quaternary alloys that form 
a stable surface layer in the case of an (possibly accidental) oxygen contact. This layer prevents then the 
contamination of the environment by highly volatile tungsten oxides. Otherwise, i.e. under operational 
conditions in vacuum or inert atmosphere, the alloys keep their properties – thus the alternative 
denomination “tungsten smart alloys” [469–476].
Yet another composite material class was derived by the use of tungsten wires, fiber, and meshes as a 
reinforcement of copper base alloys: the copper-tungsten composites (e.g. [460,477–489]). Also tungsten 
particle reinforcement was applied to copper materials including the production of functionally graded 
parts (e.g. [490–496]). These copper base composites could play an important role in nuclear fusion 
technology and thus have some significance to the given topic. 
An overview of the various tungsten materials is given in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8: A classification of tungsten materials. Multi-component alloys are typically produced by melt metallurgy (sometimes 
by mechanical alloying/sintering). Binary solid solution and doped tungsten alloys are produced by sintering. Tungsten 
composites are most often fabricated by liquid phase sintering or by a combination of CVD and PVD. Only the highlighted 
(bold) materials are of commercial relevance.

Note: Within the recently fashionable group of high entropy alloys there is a special class of refractory high 
entropy alloys that often contains a significant amount of tungsten. But so far, no compositions with 
promising properties regarding nuclear applications have been reported [497–500]. 
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4 Neutron Irradiation

Neutron irradiation study of tungsten (W) started around the end of the 1950s to elucidate the point defect 
and radiation hardening behavior of refractory metals including molybdenum (Mo). Makin and Gillies 
published the effect of neutron irradiation on the mechanical properties [60] and Kinchin reported the 
damage recovery behavior of these metals after neutron irradiation at 30 ℃ and -196 ℃ in the British 
Experimental Pile (BEPO) [501]. The neutron doses in this study were up to 2 × 1019 neutrons/cm2 (fast 
neutron; denoted hereafter as n/cm2). Information regarding the defect recovery stage was expected to 
obtain by comparing BCC metals with FCC metals, which were used for point defect and irradiation damage 
studies in the early 1950s. Electrical resistivity measurement was primarily used to obtain activation energy 
of the defect recovery.
Kinchin reported the activation energy of three recovery peaks of neutron irradiated W, at -150 ℃ with an 
activation energy of 0.25 eV, and at -80 ℃ and 320 ℃ with activation energies of 0.48 eV and 1.7 eV, 
respectively [501]. Thompson reported the damage recovery of W after neutron irradiation at 4 K (-269 ℃) 
and 77 K (-196 ℃) and suggested that vacancies in W migrated at 400 ℃ with an activation energy of 1.7 
eV, and recovery above -170 ℃ was attributed to the release of interstitials from traps associated with 
impurity atoms and dislocation [117]. The free interstitial in W was assumed to become mobile below -170 
℃. Schultz reported a vacancy formation energy of 3.3 eV in W based on vacancy recovery experiments 
introduced by quenching without irradiation [502].
The point defect and defect cluster images in metals could be directly observed using field ion microscopy 
(FIM). To obtain an image of the arrangement of atoms at the surface of a sample material using FIM, an 
exceedingly sharp tip was required that could tolerate the high electrostatic fields in FIM; refractory metals 
with high melting temperature (W, Mo, and Pt) were conventional objects for the FIM experiment. Muller 
reported the direct observation of defects of ion irradiated W using FIM [503]. Brandon et al. also reported 
similar results via ion irradiation [504]. Bowkett et al. reported vacancy and vacancy clusters of neutron 
irradiated W (5 × 1017 n/cm2) [505]. Attardo irradiated W wires in the Brookhaven National Laboratory 
graphite reactor with a dose of 1018 n/cm2 at 70 ℃ and 400 ℃ and reported direct observation of defects 
recovery using FIM. They concluded that isolated vacancy can be removed above 700 ℃, which 
corresponded to stage IV recovery [506]. Based on these studies, Jeannotte concluded that vacancies were 
responsible for the recovery stage at 870 ℃ in irradiated tungsten and their energy of motion was 3.3 eV 
[507]. Keys et al. demonstrated the effect of impurities, including Rhenium (Re) transmuted from W by 
(n,) reaction, on the point defect recovery stage III and other regions [508]. Keys et al. also reported 
vacancy clusters annihilation in the temperature range of approximately 300 ℃ to 900 ℃ in fast neutron 
reactor irradiated W at 70 ℃ [118,129,509,510]. While indicating the Re effects on the recovery behavior, 
they also reported recovery behavior of neutron irradiated W-25% Re alloys. They reported shift in 
recovery peak temperature of 0.17 Tm and 0.31 Tm and concluded that lattice weakening effects of Re 
altered the migration energy for defect recovery at least at the higher Re concentration [511]. Jeannotte 
reported kinetics of vacancy removal in neutron irradiated W using FIM and concluded that the activation 
energy for self-diffusion was consistent with a vacancy mechanism [512]. The point defect behavior of 
various BCC metals including W were summarized by Schultz in 1968 based on electrical resistivity and FIM 
[513].
In and around the 1960s, research regarding point defect behavior in metals started using electron beam 
irradiation. Subsequently, they also expanded the use of neutron irradiation in fission reactors. Since the 
1960s, transmission electron microscopes (TEM) were used to characterize defect clusters, as a part of a 
research series on defects in refractory metals. The first report on TEM of neutron irradiated W was 
published by Lacefield [514]. The W single crystals were irradiated from 0.46 to 7.3 × 1019 n/cm2 in ORR 
(Oak Ridge Research Reactor, USA) at reactor ambient temperature (70 ℃) [514]. Moteff et al. studied 
radiation behavior of refractory metals that primarily included W and Mo using fission reactors from the 
late 1960s [145,515–521]. Rau et al. reported the comparison of microstructure obtained via TEM 
observation with mechanical properties of neutron irradiated W irradiated from 1018 n/cm2 to 1.2 × 1020 
n/cm2 (En > 1 MeV) at reactor ambient temperature in ORR and ETR (Engineering Test Reactor) in Idaho. 
They reported severe hardening and brittleness tested at 400 ℃ and obtained defect cluster images using 
TEM. The as-processed W exhibited brittle fractures after neutron irradiation, and the fracture stress was 
reduced to approximately 1/10 of that prior to neutron irradiation. While a tendency toward increased 
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strength due to neutron irradiation was observed, the same brittle fractures were observed in the heat-
treated as well as un-treated W [145]. They also conducted characterization of observed dislocation loops 
in irradiated and 1100 ℃ annealed W, and reported that these were all vacancy type [515]. For irradiation 
at higher temperatures, where vacancies are mobile and voids grow, an increase in volume by void 
formation can also occur. This is called void swelling. In the case of W, Rau et al. conducted microstructural 
observation of neutron irradiated W from 1.3 to 1.8 × 1020 n/cm2 at 1000 ℃ (0.35 Tm) and 1300 ℃ (0.43 
Tm) in ETR, and reported void formation via neutron irradiation [516]. Sikka et al. conducted microstructural 
observation of fast reactor irradiated pure W. The W samples were irradiated in EBR-II (Experimental 
Breeder Reactor II, in Idaho, USA) to 1 × 1022 cm2 at 550 ℃ (0.22 Tm). The EBR-II was a fast breeder reactor 
and it had high neutron flux and hard a neutron energy spectrum, therefore transmutation of W to Re by 
neutron capture reaction was expected to be below 1/10 of water-cooled fission reactors. It was the first 
report regarding void superlattice structure in neutron irradiated W [517], and they analyzed the 
superlattice parameters and compared them to that of other metals including Mo and Ta. Sikka et al. also 
conducted microstructural observation of relatively low temperature irradiated (430 ℃ and 530 ℃) pure 
W in EBR-II. The irradiated fluence was approximately 1 × 1022 cm2 (En > 1 MeV). They reported the presence 
of raft, which is a cluster of black spots and/or a cluster of small loops present on the habit planes. Voids 
were also observed but the presence of void lattice was not reported [22]. Steichen et al. performed 
neutron irradiation at 371–388 °C, under the conditions of 0.4–0.9 × 1022 n/m2 (E > 0.1 MeV) in EBR-II, and 
conducted an evaluation of the post irradiation yield stress and elongation temperature dependence. 
Steichen observed an increase in the W yield stress, a decrease in the elongation, and an increase in DBTT 
after neutron irradiation from 65 °C to 230 °C [522]. Similar results were obtained by Moteff ([523], p. 114). 
However, the dose dependency on the irradiation hardening behavior of tungsten is given in Fig. 9. It can 
be clearly seen that the hardening depends not only on the neutron fluence, but also on the neutron 
spectrum. Since the cross-section for Re transmutation is much higher for low energy neutrons, the 
observed hardening is significantly lower in specimens that were irradiated in a fast reactor.
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Fig. 9: Typical dose effect on hardening of tungsten after neutron irradiation. Compared to the neutron fluence, the irradiation 
temperature (from 90 °C to 850 °C) as well as the microstructure of the samples (SX: single crystal; HR: hot rolled and 
annealed; AC: produced by arc melting) have a minor effect on hardening. However, since the Re transmutation cross-section 
shows a maximum for thermal neutrons, irradiation hardening strongly depends on the reactor type in which the specimens 
are irradiated. Compared to the Japanese test reactor Joyo, the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR, at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, USA) has a high peak in the low energy range of the neutron spectrum. Therefore, the formation of Re rich 
precipitations is much higher in samples that were irradiated in the HFIR, which leads to the observed additional increase in 
hardening [524]. This different behavior is indicated in the diagram by arrows.
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To elucidate the neutron irradiation effects of W in fission reactors, Re effects on microstructural 
development, mechanical properties, and physical properties have to be considered. It is well known that 
W shows brittle behavior at room temperature and that this low temperature embrittlement can be 
improved using thermo-mechanical treatments and Re addition. Therefore, Re effects on radiation 
response of W have been studied. William et al. conducted neutron irradiation of W-5, 11, 25% Re alloys 
in the EBR-II reactor in the temperature range of 600 to 1500 ℃. The irradiation doses were between 4.3 
and 37 × 1021 n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV). They observed the microstructure using TEM and measured and 
reported the suppression of void formation and irradiation induced precipitation of Re3W (χ-phase) [163]. 
The atomic scale resolution study regarding the radiation-induced precipitation of W-10 and 25% Re alloys 
was conducted using FIM by Herschitz [164,525]. The irradiation was performed up to 4x1022 n/cm2 (En > 
0.1 MeV) at 575, 625, and 675 ℃ in EBR-II. Williams suggested the formation mechanism of the 
precipitates. W and W-Re alloys were used as thermocouples in the reactor core area to measure the 
temperature of the fuel in fission reactors. Measurable drift during service in a reactor were reported and 
this behavior was believed to be caused by composition changes of the alloys constituting the 
thermocouple (TC) as a consequence of nuclear reactions. The compositional variation induced a decrease 
in the thermoelectromotive force; this means that the temperature was lower than the actual 
temperature. Vintanza et al. corrected the actual data of the reactor irradiated TC and proposed a 
recalibration correlation as a function of thermal neutron fluence [526].
In the 1990s, the effects of neutron irradiation on mechanical properties of W and other refractory metals 
continued to be studied. Gorynin et al. reported the mechanical properties of various types of W and Mo 
based alloys for fusion application irradiated to 0.1–2 × 1022 n/cm2 at 100 to 800 ℃ in SM-2 and BOR-60 
(Russia). They reported radiation embrittlement of the W and Mo alloys [527]. Krautwasser et al., used W 
and W-10%Re alloys in the material testing reactor FRJ2 (Julich) and HFR (Petten) up to a fluence of 5.6 × 
1021 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV) at RT and 252 ℃ for neutron spallation target applications. They measured DBTT 
of the irradiated alloys using 3-point bending test, and reported DBTT of W to be approximately 880 ℃ 
after 4.4–5.6 × 1021 n/cm2 [154].

Fig. 10: Irradiation microstructure map [168]. The schematic of the evolution of the visible damage structure of neutron 
irradiated pure W and We-Re alloys.

In the 2000s, Hasegawa et al. performed irradiation of various W and W-xRe-yOs alloys [126–
128,130,131,165,168,175,176,528–532]. Nemoto reported microstructure development and hardening of 
W-26%Re in FFTF (Fast breeder reactor at PNL, USA) in the range from 3.2 to 9.6 × 1022 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 
MeV) [32]. Further, irradiation of various types of W and W alloys were performed in JMTR (Japan Materials 
Testing Reactor, JAEA, Japan) and HFIR (High Flux Isotope Reactor, ORNL, USA), which are thermal neutron 
reactors with high nuclear transmutation rates, and also in Joyo (JAEA, Japan), which is a fast breeder 
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reactor with low transmutation rates. Comparing the results of JMTR, HFIR, and Joyo, the relationship 
between neutron irradiation hardening, microstructure change, electrical resistivity, and nuclear 
transmutation elements up to the irradiation temperature of 800 ℃ was explained for the low fluence 
range from 3.7 × 1020 n/cm2 (En > 1 MeV) to 1.2 × 1022 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV). Based on these works and 
previously obtained data from the 1960s, Hasegawa proposed an irradiation microstructure map of W and 
W-Re [168]. The results of a survey regarding microstructural analysis and hardening after neutron 
irradiation, performed at 600 °C and 800 °C, demonstrated that size and number densities of the formed 
voids decreased owing to the addition of Re (see Fig. 10). Therefore, in W containing 3, 5, and 10% Re, the 
degree of irradiation hardening was lower compared to pure W [168]. Re in W also affects thermal 
conductivity. Fujitsuka et al. conducted thermal diffusivity measurements of W-Re alloys and studied the 
effects of neutron irradiation. They irradiated W and W-Re alloys in JMTR at approximately 60 °C. The 
irradiation dose was 1 × 1020 n/cm2 (En > 1 MeV). After irradiation, they measured thermal diffusivity and 
reported that decrease in thermal diffusivity of pure-W and changes in that of W-Re alloys depended on 
the Re concentration [533,534].
In the 2010s, fission reactor irradiation of W for fusion application gained attention because ITER decided 
to use W for divertor materials. Neutron irradiation experiments using HFIR were conducted in ORNL 
[134,535,536] with irradiation doses of 0.1 to 5.9 × 1021 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV) in the temperature range of 
90 to 800 °C [536]. Garrison also reported neutron irradiation results of W-Cu composites in HFIR under 
similar irradiation conditions [467]. Renterghem irradiated W in the Belgian Reactor (BR2) at 300 °C for 
1.47 and 4.74 × 1020 n/cm2 (En > 1 MeV). These irradiated samples were exposed to electron beam in the 
Judith at FZ to study material response in high-heat-flux conditions in fusion reactors [537].

Fig. 11: Comparison of atomic probe tomography (APT) images and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs of 
pure W after irradiation to 0.96 dpa at 538 °C in the fast reactor Joyo. a) Re enriched area observed by APT. b) Iso-
concentration representation (>2 % Re) of a). c) TEM micrograph of pure W from [175].

New and sophisticated microanalysis methods were developed for microstructure observation and results 
of precise analysis of correlation between damaged structure and transmuted Re from W during reactor 
irradiation were reported. Klimenkov et al. reported Re segregation at void surface in W after irradiation 
in HFR (Petten) at 900 °C [136]. W. Koyanagi et al. reported results of pure W irradiation in HFIR from 0.1 
to 14.1 × 1021 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV) in the temperature range of 90 to 800 °C. Using precise analysis via 
TEM, Koyanagi suggested Re- and Os-rich precipitation dependence on irradiation temperature and 
neutron spectrum in the reactor [170]. Hwan reported Re and Os behavior in previously irradiated W and 
W-10%Re by Joyo and HFIR at approximately 500 °C irradiated to 6 and 7.8 × 1021 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV) to 
explain the segregation behavior of Re and Os in different transmutation rates caused by the neutron 
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spectrum [172]. The segregation behavior and damage structure were demonstrated via comparison of 
TEM images and results of atom probe tomography (APT) as shown in Fig. 11.
One of the reasons why W was selected as a divertor material of ITER is its low hydrogen retention 
behavior. To elucidate the hydrogen trapping behavior of neutron irradiated W, hydrogen retention 
behavior of neutron irradiated W was conducted by Hatano et al. [286,288,538]. They performed neutron 
irradiation to 1.1 × 1020 n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV) at approximately 50 °C in HFIR and exposed high flux deuteron 
plasma to the irradiated sample and measured deuteron retention behavior. They reported deuteron 
trapping by vacancies and vacancy clusters [56, 57]. Toyama et al. performed a precise analysis of the 
defect cluster characterization using positron life time measurement [58].
To elucidate the above-mentioned material behavior of W under high energy and high dose neutron 
irradiation conditions, fission reactor irradiation with a thermal neutron shield was performed in HFIR 
under the Japan-US collaboration program PHENIX. Various advanced W and W-alloys including single 
crystal W and W-Re alloys were irradiated at 500, 800, and 1100 °C and neutron doses were up to 4 × 1021 

n/cm2 (En > 0.1 MeV). Within the European Fusion Project (EUROfusion) several neutron irradiation 
campaigns (also shielded from thermal neutrons) have been started in the BR2 reactor, which include 
various tungsten materials (ITER type W, PIM W grades, W composites, etc.) and specimen types (fracture 
mechanics, tensile, bending, high heat flux, plasma-surface-interaction, and multi-purpose, and others). 
The irradiation temperatures are in the range from about 500-1200 °C and the doses range from 0.1-1 dpa 
(in W). Some post irradiation experiments have already been started, that is, a variety of new and very 
interesting data on tungsten materials behavior after neutron irradiation can be expected in 2019.

5 Plasma Surface Interaction 

5.1 Surface Modifications by light ion irradiation

5.1.1 Plasma material interaction (PMI) of tungsten in fusion devices
Interactions of fusion plasmas with tungsten are dominated by ion bombardment including sputtering, ion 
reflection, ion implantation, retention (diffusion and trapping), and material modification through these 
processes. Electrons in plasmas mainly bring thermal energy to materials. Although ion and material 
interactions are studied in a large variety of fields, these interactions in fusion devices (magnetic 
confinement concepts) have several notable features. Ion bombardment energy is relatively low typically 
from a few eV to several keV with a very low number of alpha particles with a MeV energy range. Particle 
flux in a steady state would reach about 1024 m-2s-1 (an ion energy of a few eV in this case) for ITER near 
the strike point of vertical targets[539]. On the first walls, ion flux ranges down to about 1019 m-2s-1 [540]. 
The highest steady-state heat flux in ITER is roughly 10 MW/m2 near the strike point. This heat flux even in 
a steady state are roughly comparable to those in rocket nozzles, which is used only for a short time (an 
order of 100 sec). But plasma facing walls in fusion devices are used for a much longer duration (the 
cumulated discharge time for ITER is in the order of 107 seconds) and need to be sound during the lifetime 
of the divertor components. Therefore, it is important first to understand plasma material interactions 
during long time and high fluence ion irradiation, and then to optimize edge plasma conditions or material 
properties. These are new challenges, which appear only in the field of Nuclear Fusion. Moreover, the 
steady-state heat flux is superimposed by heat flux pulses during transients (disruptions and edge localized 
modes, ELMs). These pulses can be in the order of several GW/m2 with a pulse length in the milliseconds 
range, which causes melting and surface morphology changes. In general, significant surface morphology 
changes by repeated melting or recrystallization should be avoided.
Reliable databases of ion physical sputtering of metallic materials with the energies down to about 40 eV 
and ion flux up to about 1021 m-2 were obtained after the 1950’s by using plasma devices (discharge tubes 
etc.) and ion beam devices. A comprehensive review is found in [541]. The energy regimes roughly 
correspond to those of plasma-facing materials (PFMs) in fusion applications and these databases are 
useful to estimate physical sputtering yields of metallic materials (including tungsten). Sputtering yields by 
hydrogen isotopes and helium ions, which are dominant for components in fusion plasmas, are included in 
the database, indicating presence of sputtering thresholds at normal incidence of 230 eV for D and 120 eV 
for He for the case of tungsten (as shown in Fig. 12).
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Fig. 12: Sputtering yield for deuterium and helium ions on tungsten at normal incidence.

Hydrogen isotope behavior in metals has been also studied for a long time. It is known that tungsten is an 
endothermic metal and its hydrogen solubility is low compared to tantalum, for example, which is an 
exothermic metal and the hydrogen solubility is very high. Since tungsten has a low hydrogen solubility, 
basic hydrogen isotope behavior in tungsten is expressed by diffusion and trapping at defects. But as 
described in Sec. 5.2, high flux (high fluence) ion irradiation, one of unique features for PMI in fusion 
devices, causes oversaturation and associated increase in hydrogen isotope retention is observed.
Surface morphology changes by light ion bombardment with a fusion-relevant low energy and high flux 
(high fluence) have been studied intensively after high density linear plasma devices became main tools 
for PMI research for fusion materials during and after the 1980’s. In fact, tungsten is presently a leading 
PFM candidate for fusion devices because of its high melting temperature, high thermal conductivity and 
low sputtering yield. But during the 1970s and 1980s, graphite based wall materials played an important 
role in fusion designs because metallic PFMs posed serious problems such as accumulation of sputtered 
wall materials in the core of hot plasmas, which caused unacceptably high radiation cooling [542]. To avoid 
this serious problem, low Z materials such as carbon-based materials were mainly used for plasma 
confinement devices because its impact on core plasma performance is much lower than metallic materials 
(especially high Z materials). After detailed studies on PMI of carbon-based materials (mainly chemical 
sputtering and retention) in the 1990s, tungsten came into the focus of PMI studies after the year 2000 
due to serious concerns over erosion, tritium retention, and degradation of mechanical properties by 
neutron irradiation of carbon-based materials.
Concerning surface morphology changes by light ion bombardment (hydrogen isotopes and helium), 
blistering and He induced surface modification, for example, formation of surface He holes and nano-fibers 
are typical for plasma facing materials. In this section, the surface He holes and nano-fibers induced by He 
bombardment are described in detail in the following section by referring to [543–546]. Hydrogen induced 
blistering will be described in the following section (Sec. 5.2).

5.1.2 Surface modification of tungsten by high flux He irradiation
He atoms implanted in metallic materials are strongly trapped by several types of defects such as vacancies, 
grain boundaries, dislocations, and voids [547,548]. For example, the trapping energy for a He atom by a 
mono-vacancy in tungsten without any further He atoms is about 4.5 eV [549], which is much higher than 
that for hydrogen (~1.2 eV, one atom trapped) [550]. Additional He atoms can be trapped by He-vacancy 
complexes which increases their size. Even in defect-free tungsten material, He atoms can aggregate at 
interstitial sites. Surface morphology changes start from this He cluster formation in tungsten.
He-bubble dynamics is different for the conditions with and without displacement damage. Microstructure 
changes of W under He plasma exposure (in the PISCES-A facility, UCSD) with an ion impinging energy of 
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~50 eV and He+ irradiation at 3 keV were systematically studied by varying ion fluence and temperature 
[551]. In 3 keV He+ irradiation, it is expected that vacancies and interstitial atoms are directly formed by 
knock-on processes within a projected range of He+, while no vacancies were formed by the knock-on 
process for the He plasma exposure. For the He plasma exposure, the layer thickness (>30 nm) of He 
bubbles largely exceeds the ion implantation range of a few nm (similar results were also reported in 
[552,553]), because the diffusion length of He atoms is longer than the implantation range. The size of He 
bubbles is found to increase with increasing sample temperature; the He bubble size is around 10 nm at 
973 K, while only small He bubbles of 1–3 nm diameter are observed at <773 K. Furthermore, regardless of 
the sample temperature, the saturation of the He bubble density starts at a He+ ion fluence of 5 x 1023 m2, 
which is higher than that of the 3 keV He irradiation (in the order of 1022 m-2). A temperature-fluence 
diagram for He bubbles produced by 3 keV He+ irradiation is shown in Fig. 13 [551]. The He bubbles became 
visible after a fluence of 1019 - 1020 m-2, depending on temperature. At the temperature of 1250 K, He-
vacancy complexes become mobile and coalesce to large He bubbles, see Fig. 13. These He bubbles show 
a saturation in concentration at fluences roughly larger than 1022 m2.

Fig. 13: The microstructural evolution of W under irradiation at constant temperatures of 293, 773, 1073, and 1273 K [551].

Differences in He bubble formation in tungsten with and without pre-damaging was also studied and 
reported in [554]. High-energy (260 keV) He+ pre-damaged and undamaged polycrystalline tungsten 
samples were irradiated with low-energy (220 eV) and high-flux (~1021 ions/m2s) He+ at a sample 
temperature of 873 K to a fluence of 1.0 x 1025 ions/m2. A large number of nanometer-sized protuberances 
of irradiated tungsten samples results from the extreme internal pressure of nanometer-sized helium 
bubbles. For tungsten without pre-damaging, ordered and nanostructured helium bubbles with the same 
diameter and average spacing can be formed due to the self-trapping and self-organizing of helium atoms 
in the tungsten materials. In the case of pre-damaged tungsten, a random distribution of nanostructured 
helium bubbles are formed, indicating that high-energy He+ implantation results in irradiation damage of 
tungsten materials, acting as nuclei for helium bubbles.
After the following paragraphs, surface modification of tungsten by high flux and high fluence He plasma 
exposure will be described. At first one comment on the technical term describing nano-fibers should be 
noted. There have been several names for the newly observed nano-fiber structure such as “nano-structure 
[555]”, “fuzz [556]”, “nano-tendril [557]”, etc. To avoid confusion, the term “nano-fiber” is used in this 
paper to indicate the structure shown in Fig. 14 and later.
Surface modifications of tungsten by helium plasma exposure (nano-fibers and He holes, etc.) have been 
investigated in detail only in the field of fusion research so far for about 20 years. The first observation of 
surface modification of tungsten by He plasma exposure was reported in 1997 by the Takamura group from 
Nagoya University [558]. In this experiment, a tungsten plate was exposed to high flux He plasma (flux of 
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~2 x 1022 m-2s-1) at 3200 K by using the NAGDIS linear plasma device [559]. The exposed surface became 
black and dense He holes formed with a typical size in the μm range. This surface morphology was not 
formed by H plasma exposure. They continued this work to investigate detailed formation conditions of 
the He holes. They found that the He hole formation strongly depends on ion bombarding energy [278]. 
There is a threshold energy (between 10 and 5 eV) below which He holes are not formed. This threshold 
energy is well correlated with a surface barrier potential energy (~ 6 eV) for He [549]. Therefore, at least, 
He ions need to be implanted into the tungsten lattice by overcoming the surface barrier for the He hole 
formation.
After several years of He hole experiments, nano-fiber formation was firstly observed on W coating layer 
on graphite at 1250 K, which was lower than the typical He hole formation conditions (~2000 K) by 
Takamura [555]. Then the Nagoya [560–562] and UCSD group [563] made extensive research on nano-fiber 
formation conditions. These results were well summarized by Kajita [564]. In addition to a temperature 
window (1000 K ~ 2000 K) for nano-fiber formation, an important suggestion of this study is the role of ion 
energy, which needs to be above 20 eV. As described, He hole formation is observed when the ion energy 
exceeds the surface barrier potential of about 6 eV. But nano-fiber formation needs more ion energy (~20 
eV). Although the role of the ion energy is not well understood yet, it is known that the threshold energy 
for nano-fiber formation becomes high at a low flux condition (e. g. 1021 m-2s-1) [546]. One possible 
explanation is that the dynamic retention of He just beneath the surface is higher for higher ion fluxes. 
Some amount of dynamic retention of He could be a prerequisite for the formation of nano-fibers.

Fig. 14: He irradiated W in NAGDIS-II at 1400 K and 50 eV. He fluences are (a), (b)1.1 x 1025 m2 and (c) 2.4 x 1025 m2. [565]

Initial formation processes of nano-fibers were observed in detail by TEM by Kajita et al. [564,565]. Fig. 14 
shows the cross sectional TEM micrographs of polycrystalline tungsten irradiated by He plasmas with a 
fluence of 1.1 x 1025 m-2 and 2.4 x 1025 m-2 at 1400 K [565]. Initially, many nanometer sized helium bubbles 
are formed on the surface. With the help of an active surface diffusion, pinholes, dips, and protrusions are 
formed on the surface, see Fig. 14 (a) and (b). The structure shape may become complex. As an example, 
a plate-like structure (A) or a ring-like structure (B) can be recognized in Fig. 14 (c). In the formation 
processes, the growth of the highly pressurized helium bubbles in the surface region can lead to 
protrusions, where the protrusion size depends on the bubble’s size. Moreover, blister-like structures are 
formed by the development of the helium bubble growth in some locations. It is assumed that active 
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surface diffusion of tungsten atoms plays a key role in the formation of protrusions and fine structures, 
because surface diffusion is in general much faster than lattice diffusion. It is likely that surface diffusion 
contributes to heave tungsten together with the bubbles and, therefore, changes the surface morphology.
The nature of the growth of nano-fibers at a He flux of (4–6) x 1022 m−2 s−1 at 1120 K in PISCES is revealed 
by the SEM images in [563], see Fig. 15. As the exposure time is increased, the nano-fiber layer grows in 
thickness to more than 5 µm for the exposure time of 2.2 x 104 s. Layer thickness data are shown for 
exposure temperature regimes of 1120 and 1320 K. For both exposure temperatures, the data are well 
characterized by a square root dependence on time, suggesting the diffusion-like process dominates the 
growth of the nano-fibers. Similar dependence was also observed in NAGDIS with an incubation He fluence 
of about 4 x 1024 m-2 [565]. In addition, formation of the nano-structure is hardly affected by simultaneous 
D implantation [566].

Fig. 15: Cross-sectional SEM images of W targets exposed to pure He plasma for exposure times of (a) 300 s, (b) 2.0 × 103 s, 
(c) 4.3 × 103 s, (d) 9.0 × 103 s and (e) 2.2 × 104 s. The targets were exposed at a fixed temperature of 1120 K. The plasma 
properties varied slightly in the parameter ranges ne = 4 × 1018 m-3 and Te ∼ 6–8 eV, He+ = (4–6) × 1022 m-2 s-1 in order to 
maintain the constant fixed target temperature [563].

In ITER, heat and particle flux at the outer strike point in a steady state would be about 10 MW/m2 and 
1024 m-2s-1[539]. In NAGDIS and PISCES, the highest He flux is about 1023 m-2s-1, which would be about the 
same as the highest He flux to divertor plates in ITER, because He concentration in burning plasmas would 
be 5-10%. The heat flux to W specimens in the abovementioned devices, however, is about an order of 
magnitude lower than in ITER. He irradiation with comparable heat and particle flux to ITER divertor has 
been performed in MAGNUM-PSI [567] and Pilot-PSI [568]. Fig. 16 shows surface morphologies after high 
flux He plasma exposure in Pilot-PSI [568]. From Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, it is found that similar surface 
morphologies as produced in NAGDIS and PISCES were observed. With increasing surface temperature the 
thickness of the nano-fibers increases, which is also similar to the NAGDIS results [564]. A correlation 
between bubble size and helium-induced nanostructure scale was clearly seen. From these results, the He 
induced surface morphologies could appear at much higher particle (heat) fluxes, which are comparable 
to those in ITER, though more detailed studies are required to examine the flux effect on the nano-fiber 
formation.
Formation of nano-fibers is a universal phenomenon observed in any linear plasma device. A remaining 
question was whether a similar structure would be formed in magnetic confinement devices. Several 
conditions in terms of plasma loading are different in linear plasma devices and magnetic confinement 
devices. The differences to magnetic confinement devices are: (i) an oblique incidence of impinging ions to 
the walls, (ii) the ion energy distribution - usually with a high energy component (CX neutrals, etc.), (iii) the 
inclusion of various types of impurities (non-volatile wall materials, volatile cooling gases, etc.) which could 
make mixed surfaces or deposition layers (which would inhibit nano-fiber growth [566]) or could enhance 
erosion (reducing the thickness of the nano-fiber layer [569]).
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Fig. 16: Characteristics of the fiber nano-structure formed under irradiation of a tungsten surface at 1000 °C by low-energy 
helium ions (50 eV) for a duration of 500 s. (a and b) Top-view and cross-section images. (c) Electron diffraction patter from 
the tungsten filaments of (a). (d) High-resolution TEM image of the structure of a tungsten filament [568].

The Alcator C-Mod group tried to produce He induced structures on wall materials [557,570]. After careful 
preparation, the Alcator C-Mod created the necessary plasma conditions for the formation of nano-fibers 
(they called them nano-tendril) at the outer strike point. The plasma density was kept high to achieve high 
power flux in the divertor but with a relatively low electron temperature at the edge (20 – 25 eV) to 
minimize sputtering erosion. They repeated discharges of about one second 14 times, which gave enough 
He fluence to form the structure. A tungsten probe and Mo ramped tiles were installed. Heat fluxes to the 
W probe and the Mo tiles were 30-40 MW/m2 and ~10 MW/m2. Averaged surface temperatures (14 shots) 
reached at the end of discharges were about 2300 K for W and 1000 K for Mo. 
Nano-fibers were fully formed on the tungsten probe surface exposed to heat fluxes of 30-40 MW/m2, see 
Fig. 17. The surface of the W probe became optically black, indicating that the thickness of the nano-fiber 
layer is at least ~400 nm. The thickness of individual fibers is 50-100 nm, which is thicker than the nano-
fibers grown in linear devices (20-30 nm), which could be attributed to the relatively high surface 
temperature (>2000 K). On the ramped Mo tiles, however, no structure was observed. The reason is due 
to the different sputtering threshold of W compared to Mo.
The behavior of nano-fiber W surfaces in fusion plasma environments has been studied in several magnetic 
confinement devices [571–574]. In TEXTOR, the nano-fibers prepared with the linear high density plasma 
NAGDIS were exposed to D/He (1:1) mixed edge plasmas to investigate formation and erosion of the 
structure, and C deposition [571]. Initial specimen temperatures were ~300 ˚C and 800 ˚C, which were 
increased by about 200 °C during plasma exposure. Ion flux and edge electron temperature were estimated 
to be about 3 x 1021 m-2s-1 and ~40 eV. The nano-structure was either completely eroded or covered by C 
deposit. There was no clear indication of nano-fiber growth under the present conditions, mainly due to 
high carbon concentration in the edge plasma (~4%). On the nano-structured surface, C deposition was 
enhanced compared to the flat surface, probably due to a reduction of effective re-sputtering of C deposit 
and due to the effective reflection coefficient of carbon ions, similar to roughness effects [575].
In fusion reactor environments, enhanced erosion of the nano-fiber is a matter of concern because it would 
reduce the lifetime of tungsten walls. In addition, core plasma contamination and dust formation would 
be enhanced. Three main erosion processes so far studied are (i) sputtering erosion, (ii) erosion by pulsed 
load (including melting and droplet ejection), and (iii) unipolar arcing. Recent research results on these 
processes are summarized in the following.
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Fig. 17: (a) The ramped Mo tiles and W probe upon removal from Alcator C-Mod, (b) SEM image of the W probe surface 
showing nano-tendrils on the surface, and (c) high magnification SEM image [570].

Sputtering yields of nano-fibers bombarded by Ar plasmas have been measured in the linear divertor 
plasma simulator PISCES-B [576]. The sputtering yields of both smooth, Ysmooth, and covered by nano-fibers 
(called fuzzy), Yfuzzy, W surfaces are compared. The ion energy dependence is similar for Ysmooth and Yfuzzy 
with the ratio, Yfuzzy / Ysmooth, of 0.15-0.2. As a cause of the reduction in the sputtering yield of nano-fibers, 
its porous structure could be considered. This observed trend of Yfuzzy / Ysmooth is consistent with the change 
in (1 - pfuzz), where pfuzz is the porosity of nano-fiber layer. The equilibrium thickness of the surface nano-
fiber layer is determined by the balance between the erosion rate and the growth rate, if the conditions 
exist for nano-fiber development in a steady-state plasma (surface temperature and energetic helium flux) 
[569].
Because the effective thermal conductivity of a nano-fiber layer is significantly lower compared to flat W 
surfaces, irradiation by pulsed heat and particle loads (e.g. ELMs) could lead to enhanced erosion by 
splashing and ejecting droplets. Kajita et al. [577] conducted systematic experiments using a pulsed laser 
(ruby laser, 694.3 nm, pulse width of ~0.6 ms) to observe blow-off of tungsten from the nano-fibers. 
Release of tungsten was monitored by WI line emission. When the laser pulse energy was greater than 0.5 
MJm-2, clear WI emission was observed from the He-irradiated surface. Sometimes the emission could be 
observed at a considerably lower pulse energy, although such an emission was not observed from the 
surface without damages due to He irradiation when the laser pulse energy was lower than 1 MJm-2.
In contrast to pulsed heat, moderate heating of nano-fibers at temperatures well below the melting point 
of tungsten could bear a beneficial effect such as annealing without emission of tungsten atoms or clusters 
[578][579][580]. In these experiments, pre-formed nano-fibers were heat treated in-vacuo over periods of 
45 min to maximum temperatures of 1900 K. In spite of the maximum temperature being well below the 
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melting point for W, all traces of nano-fibers are found to be absent from the target following the heat 
treatment without any observable mass change [579]. It was also stated that most of the He was desorbed 
below 1900 K, suggesting the nano-fibers were reintegrated with the bulk W after He desorption. This could 
indicate that high pressure He bubbles in nano-fibers play an important role in sustaining the structure. 
Effects of transient heat pulses to nano-fibers, however, are very complicated and different observations 
were reported. Disappearance of nano-fibers (similar to the abovementioned annealing) was observed by 
ELM-like transient heat pulses in Pilot-PSI [568], while droplet formation was observed in a pulsed plasma 
gun [581]. Even nano-fiber growth by transient heat pulses during He plasma exposure was observed in 
PISCES [582]. These differences could be attributed to the pulse length and pulse energy density. For 
example, pulse length in Pilot-PSI is longer (~ 1 ms) than that of the plasma gun (~0.1 ms). Heating rate and 
duration as well as thickness of the nano-fiber layers, which are closely related to the temperature of nano-
fibers and base W plates, could be a key for the fate of the nano-fibers. 
One of the most severe concerns of the nano-fiber layer in response to transient loads is unipolar arcing in 
edge plasmas. Kajita et al. pointed out that unipolar arcing can be easily initiated on nano-fibers [577,583]. 
Irradiating a laser pulse to nano-fibers in the plasma initiates a unipolar arc, which continues for a period 
much longer than that of the laser pulse width (~0.6 ms). During the arcing, a strong emission of WI line 
was observed. This result suggests that nano-fibers could significantly change the ignition property of 
arcing and that ELMs could become a trigger of unipolar arcing, potentially an unfavourable intense 
impurity source in fusion devices. Kajita et al. also investigated conditions for arcing ignition [584]. Arcing 
was never ignited unless the target was sufficiently biased negatively, namely less than −60 V. Similar 
results were observed in PISCES-A experiments [585]. These findings suggest that sheath potential in front 
of W targets is important to initiate arcing. Therefore, at least for detached plasmas with a very low 
electron temperature (a few eV) and hence low sheath potential (several V), arcing may not be initiated.
This preferential arcing was observed also in a magnetic confinement devices DIII-D [573] and LHD [572]. 
In LHD, arcing was initiated without any pulsed heat loads (ELMs). In both cases, its impact on core plasmas 
is negligible partly because the area of nano-fiber surface was very small. Some rough estimation of W 
impurity released by arcing from the nano-fiber surface suggested impact of the W release on core plasma 
performance may not be negligible [544]. More research effort is required to clarify the effects of unipolar 
arcing on the core plasma performance.
The nano-fibers on tungsten produced by He plasma exposure are also observed on other transition metals. 
Extensive database of He exposure effects on materials were well compiled by Hammond [586]. Based on 
this comprising database, Takamura pointed out that nano-fibers are produced on stiff materials with a 
high shear modulus and low sputtering yields [587]. There seems to be no clear correlation with the crystal 
structure. For both, period 5 and period 6 transition metals, a good correlation of nano-fiber formation 
and shear modulus can be seen [546]. Young’s and shear modulus are high from group 6 to group 9 
transition metals, for which there are a large number of unpaired electrons in 4d (period 5) and 5d (period 
6) orbitals. Young’s modulus for these metals exceeds 300 GPa (at RT) and four transition metals among 
the tested (W, Re, Ir, and Mo) produce long nano-fibers from the base materials after He plasma exposure 
[546], see Fig. 18. On the other hand, transition metals with Young’s modulus less than 200 GPa (at RT) do 
not produce long nano-fibers such as (Ta and Nb). 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation results show that helium atoms prefer to agglomerate in most 
of these transition metals. However, the helium binding energies of the group 6 elements are larger than 
those of the group 5 elements. Thus, helium can agglomerate easier in group 6 than group 5 elements. In 
addition, the normal stress increases approximately linearly with the number of helium atoms in the 
bubble. These values are close within the same group, and the normal stress of the group 6 elements is 
clearly larger than that of the group 5 elements. For stiff materials, as He pressure inside He bubbles is 
raised, the displacement of atoms around He bubbles is small. Therefore, normal stresses near the He 
bubbles in the material could become higher. This difference was clearly seen by DFT calculation on He-
vacancy interaction [588,589]. 
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Fig. 18: Young's modulus (a) and shear modulus (b) for period 5 (Zr (Group 4) to Ag (Group11) and Period 6 (Hf (Group 5) to 
Au (Group 11)) elements at room temperature. Elements with long nano-fibers observed in our experiments are marked by 
circles.[546]

The formation mechanism of nano-fibers has been studied using several simulation techniques such as DFT 
for interatomic potential calculations, MD (Molecular Dynamics) for the dynamics of He atoms and defects, 
and KMC (Kinetic Monte Carlo) for He bubble dynamics [316,586,590–592]. A comprehensive review on 
these works is given in [586]. Although details on theoretical and simulation works are not described in this 
section, it is noted that growth mechanisms of nano-fibers to lengths larger than about several 
micrometers are not known yet. In order for nano-fibers to extend to such length, tungsten atoms need to 
migrate to the tips of nano-fibers or the whole nano-fiber structure needs to be pushed up from the 
substrate. But details of such migration or growth mechanisms are still under investigation. 
Recently one interesting experimental result was reported by Kajita [593]. He showed enhanced growth of 
large-scale nano-fibers by precipitating additional metallic particles during helium plasma irradiation, see 
Fig. 19. The growth rate of the structures became orders of magnitude greater than conventional nano-
fiber growth. Additional precipitation of metallic ions breaks the bottleneck diffusion process; moreover, 
further acceleration in the growth rate could have occurred, if the electric sheath shape was influenced by 
the grown structure and the electric field that formed around the structure started collecting ions. This 
novel finding indicates that effective deposition or migration of tungsten atoms to or around the nano-
fiber tips is a key process in nano-fiber growth.
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Fig. 19: Schematics of the experiments and pictures and micrographs of fuzzy fur like materials. (a) Schematic of the 
experimental setup. (b) Schematic of the sample exposed to ions. (c,d) Pictures of W largescale nano-fibers on a W substrate 
after an irradiation time of 3600 s from top and side view. The sample temperature, Ts, the incident ion energy, Ei, and the 
ion fluence, Φ, were 1200 K, 70 eV, and 1.8 x 1025 m-2, respectively. (e,f) Pictures of Mo large-scale nano-fibers. The irradiation 
conditions were Ts = 1250 K, Ei = 70 eV, and Φ = 2.0 x 1025 m-2. (g–i) Optical microscope micrographs of W large-scale fuzzy 
nanostructures. The irradiation conditions were Ts = 1300 K, Ei = 70 eV, and Φ = 2.8 x 1025 m-2. The scale bar in (c–f) and (g–i) 
represents 2 and 0.1 mm, respectively [593].

5.2 Retention of hydrogen and its isotopes

Over the years there have been quite a few reviews addressing, at least in part, the issue of hydrogen 
isotope retention in tungsten[545,586,594–599]. These reviews cover a lot of experimental and modeling 
efforts for understanding the behavior of hydrogen isotopes in tungsten. In this section, we will try to 
describe the present understanding of hydrogen retention in tungsten, while referring readers to the 
detailed results described in the aforementioned reviews.
Before beginning, the term ‘retention’ needs a slight clarification. The total ‘retention’ during energetic 
particle exposure consists of both a static and a dynamic component. In this review, we will discuss static 
retention. Static retention refers to the hydrogen isotopes remaining in the material after the flux of 
particles to the surface is terminated. This component is typically referred to as trapped in the material 
and can, therefore, be measured by various techniques after the exposure. This is also the component that 
most concerns safety estimates [600] and tritium sustainability accounting [601]. The dynamic retention 
typically refers to the hydrogen isotopes that exist in the material during the particle flux exposure. This 
additional retention is responsible for establishing the concentration gradients that balance the flux of 
particles into the surface. Once the particle flux is removed this retention quickly escapes from the 
material. 
In-situ diagnostics are required to measure the dynamically retained component. In-situ Nuclear Reaction 
Analysis (NRA) measurements have been made during plasma exposure [602], but these measurements 
are integrated over the entire depth range (approximately one micron) and required duration of 10 
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minutes of signal integration time. One would expect, however, the H isotope concentration to peak close 
to the stopping distance of the incoming plasma ions (typically a few nm) and for this concentration 
gradient to disappear quickly after the termination of the incoming ion flux. To date measurements of the 
dynamically retained component in the near surface region (defined below) are elusive during high flux 
plasma exposure of surfaces and so little can be definitively said about its magnitude, spatial profile or 
temporal behavior, hence it will not be the subject of this review. It should also be noted that static and 
dynamic retention exists in all plasma exposed surfaces and are not specific to tungsten.
When examining the depth profile of retained (i.e. statically trapped) deuterium in plasma-exposed 
tungsten, three regions generally become evident [603]. These regions are indicated on some experimental 
depth profiles as published by Alimov [604] in Fig. 20. In the near surface region (extending up to 100 nm 
into the material), very large concentrations of trapped D are found. Gao et al. [605] have found 
concentrations up to 10 % D/W in this narrow region. Recall that this is the retention remaining in the 
material after the exposure. The amount during the exposure must be larger than this value. Moving 
deeper into the bulk, a plateau with typical concentrations of ~0.1% is found, which can extend several 
microns into the bulk, depending on the exposure conditions. The thickness of this plateau region increases 
as the square root of the increasing plasma fluence [606]. Eventually, during the high-flux, steady-state 
operations expected in a fusion reactor, this plateau could be expected to extend throughout the extent 
of the plasma facing component. Finally, the deuterium concentration drops with increasing depth to 
values associated with intrinsic defects in the tungsten bulk. 
The very high concentration in the near-surface region (the dynamically retained particles) is usually 
related to damage of the lattice induced by the plasma exposure. Since the flux of hydrogen ions to a 
plasma exposed surface is large and the stopping distance of those ions is short, the concentration of 
hydrogen in this region is well above the equilibrium solubility limit [597]. It is believed that the super-
saturation of hydrogen in the near-surface region leads to plastic deformation of the tungsten and is 
assumed to result in the formation of bubbles and voids [595]. Recent investigations of tungsten surfaces 
exposed to deuterium plasma flux of 1.5 x 1024 m-2s-1 revealed a series of small bubbles formed in the near 
surface region [607]. 

Fig. 20: When examining the depth profile of retained (i.e. statically trapped) deuterium in plasma-exposed tungsten, three 
regions generally become evident: near-surface, plateau, and bulk region [603]. These regions are indicated on some 
experimental depth profiles as published by Alimov [604].

In another experiment in a high-flux plasma, the dislocation density in the plateau region was seen to 
dramatically increase in both poly-crystalline and single-crystal tungsten samples exposed to deuterium 
plasma [608]. The super-saturation in the near-surface region spawns these dislocations that then 
propagate into the tungsten surface. Subsequently, the diffusion front of deuterium atoms loads 
deuterium into trap sites associated with the dislocations. As the deuterium concentration rises, additional 
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dislocations can be generated that propagate deeper into the tungsten and act as further trapping sites for 
diffusing deuterium atoms. Such a mechanism would explain the lack of saturation of deuterium retention 
in extremely large-fluence plasma exposures [609].
Another important effect of the large hydrogen content in the near surface of the material is 
embrittlement. The large amount of dislocations created and the presence of the hydrogen itself in the 
lattice will increase the hardness of the surface, leading to embrittlement. The plasma-facing surface can 
then exhibit an increased tendency to crack during transient heat loads (as will be discussed later).
Besides fluence, a second important parameter governing hydrogen isotope retention in tungsten is the 
temperature of the material during the exposure. Contrary to expectations, where one might assume at 
higher temperature, lower energy trap sites would not be populated and therefore retention would 
continuously decrease with temperature, a peak in retention in tungsten in the region around 400-700 K is 
measured (see Fig. 21) [610]. The exact temperature of the peak varies, but is likely dependent on the 
details of the microstructure of the tungsten being studied, sample preparation methodology, purity of 
material, etc. 

Fig. 21: Contrary to expectations, where one might assume at higher temperature, lower energy trap sites would not be 
populated and therefore retention would continuously decrease with temperature, a peak in retention in tungsten in the 
region around 400-700 K is measured [610].

The peak in retention is correlated to the empirical observation of blister formation in the tungsten surface. 
Some inter-grain blisters have been shown to elastically collapse back to the surface when the deuterium 
pressure below the blister cap is released [611]. Other blisters, which form predominantly at the interface 
between grains, have been shown to form subsurface cavities that deform the grain above. Such blister 
deformations then express themselves as a distortion on the surface that replicates the size and shape of 
the cavity below [612]. The details of the blister formation mechanisms are still being investigated, but 
their relationship to deuterium retention is clear. 
As the temperature of the exposure increases above 400-700 K, deuterium diffusion also increases and the 
tendency for the surface to form blisters diminishes. However, an interesting aspect of blister formation 
has been revealed during higher flux plasma exposure. As the particle flux to the surface increases, the 
temperature window where blisters are observed widens [613]. At higher particle flux blisters are formed 
in surfaces which would have been blister-free at lower particle flux. This observation indicates that blister 
formation is related to the deuterium concentration in the surface. In any case at temperatures above that 
at which blisters form, deuterium retention in tungsten monotonically decreases. (Note: this could be 
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different under neutron irradiation due to the formation of high concentrations of cavities that may act as 
sinks for H isotope collection). Setting aside blisters and their impact on retention, the dependence of 
retention on incident flux appears to be opposite. In a study of the importance of ion flux, the maximum 
retention in samples exposed at lower flux was an order of magnitude higher than that observed at higher 
incident particle flux [614]. However, these measurements were done at a constant fluence and so the 
reduction may be related to the duration of the plasma exposure. At constant flux, retention is known to 
increase as the square root of the exposure time [609,615], so additional work in this area may be needed 
to understand the effect of incident flux.
The energy of the incident particles does not appear to be a significant factor in influencing retention, as 
long as the incident energy is low enough to not create defects due to collisional cascades during stopping 
of the incoming particles, yet high enough to penetrate into the surface [616].
In any operating fusion reactor based on the D/T fuel cycle, neutrons striking the surrounding armor and 
causing displacement damage will have a big impact on the hydrogen isotope retention in that material. A 
by-product of this neutron generating fusion reaction is the creation of helium ions within the burning 
plasma. These helium ions also interact with the surrounding armor. Therefore, before discussing neutron 
effects in tungsten, it is important to understand the interplay between hydrogen isotopes and helium 
reactions in tungsten.
As described in Section 5.1, exposure of tungsten to a large flux of energetic helium particles at 
temperatures below those that induce fuzz growth (<1000 K), results in the formation of a thin layer of 
nano-bubbles that occupy the top 20-40 nm of the surface. The impact of this nano-bubble layer on the 
retention of deuterium is dramatic. As can be seen in Fig. 21, factors of 100 to 1000 reductions in retention 
can be achieved near a temperature of 600 K. On the other hand, no change in retention is detected at 
temperatures close to room temperature.
The temperature dependence of the effect appears to be related to helium bubble growth. TEM imaging 
of tungsten samples exposed at a variety of temperatures to helium charge-exchange flux in LHD [553] 
showed little, if any, bubbles at 338 K. As the temperature increased to 463 K, bubbles became apparent 
with their size increasing above 813 K. Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) 
measurements also do not show the presence of nano-bubbles after low temperature helium plasma 
exposure [617]. As the exposure temperature increases and the bubble layer becomes densely formed, the 
impact of the helium nano-bubble layer begins to appear and becomes quite dramatic. Miyamoto et al. 
[618] observed the first evidence of this effect during low-energy, high-flux plasma bombardment of 
tungsten samples at 573 K. Deuterium retention in tungsten after mixed D/He plasma, as compared to pure 
D plasma, was drastically suppressed by the simultaneous helium bombardment of the surface. At the 
same time, blisters that occurred during pure D plasma exposure, were seen to be absent from the mixed 
plasma exposed surface.
Subsequent measurements, utilizing TEM analysis of the surface cross-section, revealed the near surface 
contained a dense array of nanometer scale bubbles [552] extending a few tens of nanometers into the 
surface. TEM examination of the surface cross-section during somewhat higher temperature exposure (773 
K), showed what appeared to be these bubbles interconnecting within the nano-bubble layer that could 
potentially provide direct connections for diffusing species to be released back to the surface. Two 
hypotheses to explain the reduction in retention grew from these measurements. In the first, 
interconnected porosity was responsible, in the second, the helium bubbles themselves provided some 
sort of diffusion barrier to permeating deuterium atoms in tungsten.
Measurements using in-situ analysis of ion beam interactions with tungsten [552], which invoked 
percolation theory, supported the idea of interconnected porosity. On the other hand, molecular dynamics 
modeling of deuterium in the presence of helium-filled bubbles seemed to support the idea of deuterium 
being trapped in the tungsten surrounding the bubbles [619]. The strain induced in the tungsten lattice 
surrounding the bubbles may alter the migration energy for diffusion [619]. Recent experiments in a plasma 
device determined that the primary mechanism responsible for the retention reduction was altered 
diffusion of deuterium in tungsten in the presence of helium-filled bubbles [620]. However, the best 
agreement between experimental results and modeling occurred when some amount of surface-
connected porosity was also included in the model. The final bit of data indicating the importance of strain 
in the material was that by releasing some of the pressurized helium from the bubbles, the deuterium 
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permeability began to be recovered [620]. Similar reductions of permeation flux due to simultaneous 
deuterium and helium ion beam irradiation have also been measured [621].

6 Synergistic effects of neutron irradiation and plasma interaction 

Along with helium generation in a burning D/T plasma, neutrons will also be generated and impinge on the 
plasma-facing materials. These neutrons will create collisional cascades within the lattice, leaving behind 
defects in the material. The measure of damage created by the collisional cascades is referred to as 
displacement per atom (dpa). Presently, there is no high-flux fusion neutron source available and so 
researchers have employed a variety of techniques to simulate the expected damage from neutron 
bombardment in order to investigate the effects of this damage on the material surrounding a burning 
plasma. 
Two primary techniques have been employed to try to develop an understanding of the consequences of 
exposure of materials to a burning plasma. The first involves exposing samples to a neutron flux typically 
from fission reactors. While this approach creates collisional cascades that may more closely resemble 
those of fusion neutrons, it can create effects that may not exist when exposing samples to a fusion neutron 
spectrum. For example, the ratio of transmutations to damage created does not resemble that from fusion 
neutrons and the generation of helium and hydrogen in tungsten is not similar [622]. In addition, there are 
practical considerations for handling neutron irradiated tungsten samples which include long cooling off 
periods and extensive safety considerations when examining the irradiated samples. For these reasons, 
energetic ions beams are also used to mimic neutron irradiation effects. Like fission neutrons, energetic 
ions are not an ideal substitute for fusion neutrons [623]. Issues related to the type of ion and the ion 
energy all play a role in the damage created in tungsten samples. One practical limitation of ion beam 
irradiation is the damage is typically located only within a few microns of the irradiated surface, so 
interactions with high fluence plasma may be limited. In addition, the damage creation rate (or dose rate) 
is many orders of magnitude larger for ion beam irradiation, compared to neutrons, but the dose rate has 
recently been shown to not have a large influence on the retention of hydrogen isotopes in tungsten [624]. 
With all these details mentioned, this paper will gloss over the details related to creating damage in the 
material and focus on how the plasma interacts with damaged tungsten.
Damage induced in tungsten can have at least two profound effects. The first is related to an increase in 
the retention of hydrogen isotopes at the defects produced by the collisional cascades. The second effect 
is a change in the thermomechanical properties of the tungsten which may affect it desirability for use in 
a plasma-facing component. Each of these issues will be discussed in turn during the next part of this 
section.
In damaged tungsten, diffusing deuterium atoms typically become trapped in regions relating to the 
induced damage profile. The release of plasma atoms retained in the material has been correlated with 
different defect types as a function of damage dose, fluence and temperature [625]. It is, therefore, not 
surprising that retention increases as the dpa increases. The important issues to discuss are the saturation 
level of retention vs. dpa, any annealing of the incurred damage that may occur at elevated temperature 
and the types of traps created as compared to neutron damage.
There have been several ion beam studies that have observed a saturation of deuterium retention in 
tungsten with increasing damage level [626–629]. One of the examples for deuterium retention in 
damaged tungsten with high energy tungsten ions and neutrons is shown in Fig. 22. All of these publications 
agree that a saturation of retention with increasing damage occurs at a dose of 0.1-0.5 dpa. However, it 
should be noted that these levels of retention are obtained during deuterium loading after the damaging 
phase of the experiments are completed. Similar levels of damage saturation have also been calculated for 
other high-Z materials [630]. An open question exists as to whether or not damaging in the presence of 
hydrogen isotopes or helium atoms in tungsten results in the same level of saturation. In other words, does 
the presence of an atom in a trap location prevent annihilation of that defect during subsequent cascades 
in tungsten.
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Fig. 22: Comparison of the deuterium concentration at radiation-induced defects in W created by neutron irradiation in the 
high-flux isotope reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [631], and by irradiation with 20 MeVW6+ and 
subsequently exposed to D plasma at sample temperature of 470 K [627]. 

The wall temperature in any future fusion reactors is expected to be high for good power conversion 
efficiency. The question then arises as to the level of defects expected to survive at these elevated 
temperatures. Experiments have also addressed the annealing of damaged tungsten during different 
annealing temperatures [632–636]. As expected, as the temperature during the annealing process 
increases, the number of defects remaining in the material decreases. Full recovery has been reported at 
an annealing temperature of 1250-1300 K [633,636], with reduced recovery occurring at lower 
temperatures. The results from the annealing process agree well with the stages of damage recovery form 
neutron irradiated tungsten [133], showing at least qualitatively the similarities between ion beam and 
neutron damaged tungsten materials.
Measurements have shown that a similar level of damage, whether it be induced by heavy ion beams or 
fission neutrons, results in a similar value of retained deuterium at the location of the damage [626]. 
However, the deuterium release spectrum between the two types of energetic particles can be much 
different [631], indicating that the trapping of deuterium is occurring in much different types of defects. 
This might be expected due to the differences in the resulting cascades from the two types of incident 
particles [623]. Unfortunately, the little information available for fusion neutron irradiated tungsten does 
not resemble either heavy ion or fission neutron irradiated tungsten [637]. In addition, the deuterium 
retention in the fusion neutron irradiated tungsten was the same order of magnitude, yet the level of fusion 
neutron damage was on 2 x 10-7 dpa [637].
Although fusion neutron damage appears to be different than either fission or heavy ion beam damage, it 
is still possible to learn from surrogate irradiations of tungsten in anticipation of a high-fluence fusion 
neutron source. For example, it is possible to attribute certain release behavior to types of defects and to 
examine the annealing characteristics of that particular defect type. Also, the evolution of defects as a 
function of temperature or fluence can be evaluated. All the different types of irradiations should be 
pursued to gain as much valuable information as possible before a high-fluence neutron source becomes 
available. 
The other area where damage to a material is important to the PMI with tungsten is with respect to changes 
in the thermo-mechanical properties of the material. Neutron irradiation of tungsten is well known to 
cause an increase in hardness and loss of ductility (embrittlement) of the material [531]. The hardness 
increase results from the creation of voids and dislocation loops within the material. Transmutation of 
tungsten into rhenium also increases the hardness. Both of these processes increase with increasing dpa. 
Another important effect of the large hydrogen content in the near surface of the material (discussed in 
the previous section) is embrittlement (in addition to that caused by neutron irradiation). The large amount 
of dislocations created and the presence of the hydrogen itself in the lattice will increase the hardness of 
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the surface, leading to embrittlement. The plasma-facing surface can then exhibit an increased tendency 
to crack during transient heat loads (see also Section 7).
A large amount of work in the area of changes to the mechanical properties of tungsten surfaces exposed 
to steady-state plasma loading, as well as transient power and particle loads has recently been reviewed 
by De Temmerman [599]. The interested reader is referred to that publication and to the references 
therein.
Besides altering the mechanical properties of the surface, the other significant effect that plasma exposure 
can have is alteration of the thermal transport characteristics of the material. One of the major functions 
of tungsten as a divertor target material is to remove the power deposited by the plasma. Changes to the 
thermal conductivity can result in additional thermal stresses in the materials, as well as premature melting 
of the surface during either steady-state or transient power loading. 
To date, only a few measurements exist for changes due to plasma exposure. The thermal conductivity of 
helium plasma exposed tungsten, where the thin layer of helium nano-bubbles form within the top ~20 nm 
of the surface, showed a factor of 10-20 drop [638], see Fig. 23. Another measurement of helium-plasma 
exposed tungsten, which had formed a 3.5-micron thick fuzz layer, showed a factor of approximately 100 
drop in the thermal conductivity of the nano-tendrils [639]. To date there appear to be no measurements 
from tungsten samples exposed to high-flux deuterium plasma.

Fig. 23: Thermal conductivity of pristine W and He plasma damaged W layer in bulk W, along with that of thin film before and 
after irradiation. The thermal conductivity of the damaged film is at least one order of magnitude lower than that of pristine 
bulk W, and is nearly temperature independent, suggesting the effect of defects introduced during He plasma bombardment 
[638].

Additional measurements exist, however, for changes in the thermal properties of damaged tungsten 
materials. The first measurements of a tungsten surface damaged by heavy ions to 0.2 dpa using a contact 
3- measurement method found a 60% drop in the thermal conductivity of the damaged layer [640]. 
Additional measurements using an energetic helium ion beam and non-destructive laser techniques have 
been used to measure changes in thermal conductivity at a different damage level [641]. These 
measurements showed approximately a factor of ten reduction at 0.2 dpa and only a slight decrease in the 
thermal conductivity with increasing dpa. It should be pointed out that such saturation is similar to that 
observed in the hydrogen retention behavior of damaged tungsten mentioned previously.
Recent measurements, using the 3- technique and heavy ion damage, also show saturation of the thermal 
conductivity at about 40% of the value of pure tungsten with increasing damage [642]. These 
measurements also revealed recovery of the thermal conductivity to about 90% of the value for pure 
tungsten when the samples were damaged at 1000 K [642]. Again, this annealing of damage is similar to 
that observed for the retention properties of tungsten damaged at elevated temperature [636].
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Finally, lanthanum-oxide doped tungsten was used to measure changes in thermal conductivity of fission-
neutron irradiated samples [643]. A reduction of about 30% was measured at 0.2 dpa and again recovery 
of the thermal conductivity was observed at higher temperature. 

7 High Heat Flux Effects on Tungsten

In recent studies, tungsten is considered as the most promising plasma facing material (PFM) for future 
fusion devices like ITER or DEMO [539,644]. Based on current tokamak designs, the most severe 
environmental conditions a PFM has to withstand during normal operation are in the divertor region. 
Beside high fluxes of low-energy particles (e.g. H, D, He, T, …) and neutron irradiation, tungsten will have 
to withstand repetitive and intense thermal loads with long discharge durations. These heat loads can be 
separated into a stationary and transient contribution. Experiments to investigate the performance and 
damage evolution of tungsten and tungsten components under these heat load conditions are performed 
with electron-beam, pulsed plasma, neutral beam, and powerful lasers devices [645–651].
Electron and neutral beam devices are the most common and flexible test devices today. They are capable 
to determine the stationary heat load performance of actively cooled plasma facing components (PFCs) as 
well as to simulate intensive transient events. Laser devices are used to apply intense transient events on 
a relatively small area. In combination with a linear plasma device this technique enables us to investigate 
synergistic effects between transient heat loads and plasma background. The major difference between 
electron and laser beam loading is the energy deposition in the bulk and near surface region, respectively, 
which does not have any qualitative influence on the thermal shock response of tungsten. Quasi stationary 
plasmas can provide intense pulses and allow the investigation of the influence of plasma pressure on the 
damage formation and melt motion. The most recent development is superimposed transient heat loads 
in plasma devices generated by a fast increase of the input power in the plasma source (capacitor bank). 
All of these simulation methods are addressing different aspects of fusion relevant heat loads and 
synergistic effects. The combination of all these methods is necessary to obtain a comprehensive picture 
of the expected material degradation during the operation of a fusion reactor. Hereafter, the focus will be 
the high heat load performance of tungsten and what are the important materials parameters influencing 
the damage response. 
A schematic depiction of the temperature evolution during plasma discharges in a fusion device is shown 
by the red line in Fig. 24. The lower and upper limits for the surface temperature are defined by the ductile-
to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT ≈ 373 K – 873 K [1]) and the recrystallization temperature (Trecr ≈ 
1300 K – 1600 K [652,653]) of tungsten, which depend strongly on the material composition and the 
thermo-mechanical treatment during manufacturing.
The maximum expected stationary heat fluxes during the Deuterium-Tritium phase of ITER are 10 MW m−2 
during normal steady state operation and a limited number of short duration (<10 s) slow transients of up 
to 20 MW m−2 [539]. These stationary heat loads in combination with the design of the plasma facing 
components and cooling parameters result in the base surface temperature (Tbase).
The maximum Tbase and the cyclic heating of the PFCs are mainly a concern for the formation of macro-
cracks [416,437] and the joint between PFMs and heat sink [432,654–656]. For values above Trecr, 
recrystallisation of tungsten during the normal operation will take place and change its mechanical 
properties, such as a decrease in hardness and strength, which can facilitate the formation of deep macro-
cracks [397,437]. Melting of large parts of the tungsten surface can lead to material erosion by melt layer 
loss, to plasma contamination, and to failure or to reduced power handling limits of PFCs. Furthermore, 
the pulsed operation causes damage accumulation and fatigue of the joint. Both effects could result in a 
delamination or detachment of the tungsten armor from the heat sink (e.g. a cooling pipe) and in 
overheating, melting and failure of the complete component [432,654–656].

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/to+facilitate.html
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Fig. 24: Schematic depiction of the temperature evolution during plasma discharges in a fusion reactor with different 
stationary heat loads (red line, increasing from left to right) and the temperature rise during transient events (blue line) which 
cause an additional fast increase of the surface temperature. (a) temperature increase due to stationary heat loads below 
DBTT; (b) temperature increase due to stationary heat loads between DBTT and Trecr; (c) temperature increase due to 
stationary heat loads above Trecr.

In contrast to stationary heat loads, which provide a certain Tbase with a shallow temperature gradient 
through the PFM, transient heat loads affect only the surface region with a steep temperature gradient in 
the scale of several hundred micrometers for a pulse length of ~1 ms. Several kinds of transient thermal 
events will occur during the operation of a fusion device. They can be divided into normal and off-normal 
events.
ELMs (edge localized modes) are expected during normal operation and are so-called off-normal events. 
They deposit in short (0.1–1 ms) but intense outbursts several percent of the plasma stored energy on the 
PFM. In a large device like ITER, ELMs deposit a maximum energy density of up to several MJ m−2 and occur 
with frequencies in the order of a few Hz [657]. In order to avoid melting of the tungsten divertor surface, 
the ELM energy density needs to be decreased to values below <1 MJ m−2. This can be achieved by 
increasing the frequency to values of several ten Hz. However, this means more than 106 ELMs can easily 
be reached in the lifetime of a PFC [658–660]. The temperature development during such transient events 
is schematically shown by the blue lines in Fig. 24. 
Beside ELMs, several less frequent (≥103) off-normal events such as plasma disruptions (30 MJ m−2 in 1–10 
ms), vertical displacement events (VDEs, 60 MJ m−2 in 100–300 ms) and runaway electrons (50 MJ m−2 in 
<50 ms) might also occur [661] [662].
For a better comparison of thermal shock experiments performed in different facilities with different pulse 

durations, the heat flux factor (FHF=  =  (L = power density, E = energy density, Δt = pulse duration)) 𝐿 ∆𝑡 𝐸
∆𝑡

is used. FHF is directly proportional to the temperature increase at the surface during the transient event. 
However, it is valid only for constant (square pulse) and not for time dependent pulse shapes (e.g. 
triangular shape) [663].
The exposure of tungsten to frequent transient thermal loads results in a very fast thermal cycling of the 
first few hundred micrometers below the plasma facing surface. A wide range of surface modifications and 
damages is induced by these loading conditions. The surface modifications and damages are strongly 
influenced by the material properties and the microstructure but the underlying damage mechanisms are 
the same.
During the thermal shock, the heated surface area is subjected to thermal expansion, which is restricted 
by the colder surrounding material, generating compressive stresses. These stresses lead to plastic 
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deformation if they overcome the yield strength of the material. After the thermal shock, the material 
shrinks during the cooling down phase, but cannot return to its original state depending on the degree of 
plastic deformation, and thus the compressive stresses are converted into tensile stresses. Depending on 
the base temperature (below or above DBTT) these stresses can result in brittle cracks, which develop 
typically during the first couple of pulses, or in fatigue cracks, respectively [664–666].
Fatigue cracks are caused by the weakening of a material by repeatedly applied loads and by the 
accumulation of defects like dislocations. Therefore, it can be assumed that roughening due to plastic 
deformation is a precursor to crack formation. Once formed, these cracks constantly grow deeper into the 
material under further loading [664–666]. In contrast to fatigue cracks, brittle cracks are formed during the 
first couple of thermal shock pulses and do not change in crack density, width, or depth during further 
loading. They stop in a certain depth where the stresses (due to the thermal gradients) are insufficient to 
drive the cracks deeper into the material. Whether the fatigue crack depth saturates or continuously grows 
with increasing number of pulses cannot be answered yet.
Thermal shock tests are performed on different tungsten products with different absorbed power 
densities, base temperatures, pulse length and repetition rates in order to quantify the influence of certain 
materials properties and parameters on the damage response of tungsten. Based on the performed tests, 
damage mappings can be prepared (see Fig. 25). These show the response of the material (Fig. 25a pure 
tungsten produced by powder metallurgy + forging and Fig. 25b the same materials recrystallized in a 
vacuum furnace for 1 h at 1600 °C) to a low number of thermal shocks at different base temperatures. 
Induced surface modifications and damages are color and shape coded. The damage threshold is indicated 
by a green line while the red box indicates the mechanical properties of the material/samples obtained 
from tensile tests. This example shows clearly that the reduction of the mechanical strength (yield strength 
is smaller by a factor of about 3) after recrystallization leads to a significant drop of the damage threshold, 
which cannot be compensated by the increased ductility (fracture strain).
Thus, the thermal shock performance and damage evolution of tungsten depends strongly on its 
microstructure (grain size and orientation), mechanical properties (yield strength, ultimate tensile 
strength, ductility), and thermal properties (thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient) [667]. 
Experiments have shown that for pure tungsten with ITER relevant grain orientation perpendicular to the 
loaded surface, the damage threshold is below 3 MWm-2s0.5 [665,666]. This is very low compared to the 
expected loading conditions in future fusion devices like ITER [539]. Grains oriented parallel to the loaded 
surface improve the mechanical strength (texture strengthening effect). The improved yield and ultimate 
tensile strength cause a higher resistance to surface modifications and cracking. However, this parallel 
grain orientation enhances the risk of parallel crack formation. These parallel cracks act as thermal barrier 
(reduced heat dissipation capability) and make the material more prone to overheating, melting, and to 
ejection of complete grains or parts of the surface. A reduced thermal conductivity due to the addition of 
alloying elements to improve the mechanical strength would lead to a smaller heat penetration depth and 
a smaller crack depth but also to a higher crack density to compensate the higher stresses at the surface. 
At high pulse numbers, small scale damages will accumulate and result in severe plastic deformation and 
cracking. Then small parts in the surface region will lose contact with the bulk material. This would cause a 
significant drop of the heat dissipation and results in overheating and melting of these structures. The loose 
contact of these structures to the bulk also poses the risk of enhanced erosion.
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Fig. 25: Damage mappings of tungsten samples exposed to 100 ELM-like thermal shocks at different base temperatures and 
absorbed power densities with a pulse duration of 1ms and repetition frequency of 1 Hz [380]. a) tungsten samples with grain 
oriented perpendicular to the loaded surface (transversal); b) same tungsten samples as in (a) but recrystallized at 1600 °C 
for 1 h before the thermal shock exposure. The green line indicates the damage threshold of the material while the red box 
indicates the mechanical properties (written below) obtained in tensile tests.

During a plasma discharge, the maximum surface temperature results from a combination of Tbase and the 
temperature rise during transient events as shown in Fig. 24. The surface temperature has significant 
influence on the properties of tungsten and is therefore of major importance for the performance of 
tungsten as PFM. A Tbase between the DBTT and Trecr would be ideal in order to prevent brittle crack 
formation due to transient heat loads (see Fig. 24a) and recrystallization of tungsten during stationary 
exposure (see Fig. 24c). However, even for Tbase within this window of operation, the temperature rise 
during transient event also needs to be considered (see Fig. 24b). Experiments have shown that 
recrystallization and grain growth of a large near surface zone occurs during transient heating due to the 
high repetition rates and large number of events [390,668,669].
Beside the plastic deformation and cracking of the PFM, recrystallization is one of the major concerns for 
the use of materials in a fusion reactor. Recrystallization is a time and temperature dependent process that 
strongly modifies the microstructure and mechanical properties of the material. It leads to a decreased 
strength, hardness, and cohesion between single grains. Due to the reduced mechanical strength of the 
recrystallized tungsten, the damage evolution is much faster and might lead to an earlier failure of a plasma 
facing component. The low cohesion leads to a predominantly intergranular cracking, which significantly 
increases the risk of overheating/melting and/or loss of complete grains, especially during long term 
operation of a fusion reactor. It can be stated that improved recrystallization behavior of tungsten would 
be beneficial for the application as plasma facing material and, in particular, it would have a positive impact 
on the high heat flux resistance (cyclic steady state loading). The reduction of mechanical strength and 
softening due to recrystallization deplete the thermal fatigue resistance of the material under identical 
loading conditions and therefore has a detrimental impact on the damage behavior and deformation of 
the material [388,437].
Furthermore, investigations like those in [381] show that molten and re-solidified tungsten surfaces exhibit 
a very similar damage behavior to recrystallized materials. It is not yet clear whether the thermal shock 
damages are a problem for the lifetime of a complete PFC. Nevertheless, high pulse number experiments 
[665,666] in combination with stationary heat load tests of PFCs [416,437] have demonstrated that 
continuous crack propagation under stationary loads and localized melting impose the risk of an increased 
tungsten release rate into the plasma.
Summarizing, it can be stated that the high heat flux and thermal shock performance of tungsten is a very 
complex interaction between a lot of parameters comprising among others the loading conditions itself, 
the thermal and mechanical properties, and the microstructure.
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In addition to the pure thermal exposure of tungsten, high flux particle loading needs to be taken into 
account, too. H and He irradiation will change the mechanical and thermal properties of tungsten and 
hence have an influence on the thermal shock damage response. Due to H/He embrittlement, critical 
stresses for damage and crack formation will be lower and also lead to faster damage evolution [364,669]. 
As outlined in Section 5, He-induced bubble formation directly below the surface reduces the thermal 
conductivity and can result in higher surface temperatures. In addition, W-fuzz growth could lead to 
enhanced erosion of tungsten materials [578,581]. Unfortunately, the impact of high-energy neutrons on 
the performance of tungsten under transient heat loads, especially for high pulse number tests and 
simultaneous particle exposure, is not clear yet [147].
Beside the testing and characterization of commercially available tungsten products (see Fig. 25) a wide 
range of R&D activities focusses on new tungsten-based materials concept and manufacturing processes 
in order to improve the stationary and transient heat load performance. Some examples for these 
developments are microstructure stabilized/dispersion-strengthened tungsten alloys, self-passivating 
tungsten alloys, tungsten fiber-reinforced tungsten (Wf/W) composites and particle reinforced powder 
injection molding (PIM) tungsten [670] (an overview is given in Section 3). High heat flux tests of a wide 
range of different tungsten products have shown that the microstructure and the improvement of the 
mechanical strength are crucial points for new materials developments. The concept of Wf/W composites 
has already shown pseudo-ductile behavior and therefore overcome brittleness as one of the major 
problems of tungsten. However, the behavior under fusion relevant loads still needs to be investigated 
[671]. New tungsten grades manufactured by PIM have already been tested under fusion relevant heat 
loads. The results indicate an improved or at least similar stationary and thermal shock performance 
compared to industrially available tungsten grades [672].
The combination of this wide range of environmental conditions and new material developments makes 
the evaluation of tungsten and the prediction of possible damages and life-time very difficult and complex. 
However, it can be assumed that recrystallization and molten/re-solidified surface structures have a 
detrimental influence on the lifetime of PFM and components. Therefore, further investigations of 
tungsten as PFM for long term operation with high accumulated neutron doses and the study of the 
influence of pre-damaged surfaces on the plasma performance in existing tokamaks are presently 
important issues that will have to be addressed prior to the design of future fusion reactors.

8 Summary and Outlook

Without any doubt, research on tungsten materials have achieved by far the highest interest within the 
field of nuclear fusion research. Particularly, the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) 
project was the main driver for an amazing increase in tungsten-related publications regarding irradiation 
and plasma interaction. Moreover, the world-wide ambitions towards a fusion demonstration reactor 
(DEMO) have initiated comprising plasma experiments and many irradiation studies. 
Neutron irradiation induced defect formation and recovery experiments have been extensively performed 
on tungsten since the late 1950s. Therefore, activation energies on interstitial, vacancy, cluster formation 
and migration are probably the most studied and accurate data available for irradiated tungsten. Especially 
for the validation of modern atomistic modelling methods, these results have certainly been an invaluable 
source. On the other hand, macroscopic effects and mechanical properties have never been explored 
extensively. Irradiation induced void swelling, for example, has been explicitly studied in two experiments 
only: one for pure W and another one for W-25Re. And only a combination with unpublished data led later 
to a more complete picture. A comprising compilation of irradiation and engineering data on tungsten (and 
other refractory alloys) is given in [5], which represents the somewhat limited state of knowledge in the 
1980s. With the upcoming ITER project and further nuclear fusion driven R&D programs, the demand for 
irradiation data on tungsten increased. As a consequence, basic mechanical post irradiation data (tensile, 
bending, hardness for relatively low doses) was produced, but also – very important for plasma-facing 
components – an irradiation microstructure map for the W-Re system [168] was established, which 
explains the Re precipitation morphology in tungsten. However, engineering data for a broader 
temperature and dose range, like for example fracture mechanics, fatigue, or creep data, is still not 
available.
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Reliable databases of ion physical sputtering of metallic materials with energies down to about 40 eV and 
ion flux up to about 1021 m-2 were obtained since the 1950s. The energy regimes roughly correspond to 
those of plasma-facing materials and also include sputtering yields by hydrogen isotopes and helium ions, 
which are dominant in fusion applications. Therefore, these databases are important for the component 
design. 
Hydrogen isotope behavior in metals has been also studied for a long time. Tungsten has a low hydrogen 
solubility and basic hydrogen isotope behavior is expressed by diffusion and trapping at defects. But high 
flux (high fluence) ion irradiation, a unique feature for plasma-facing materials in fusion devices, leads to 
oversaturation and to an associated increase in hydrogen isotope retention. Moreover, extensive studies 
on surface morphology changes by light ion bombardment were performed. Here, the focus was laid on 
blistering and He induced surface modification, like for example, the formation of surface He holes and 
nano-fibers. Such surface modifications could speed up the erosion of the armor parts in plasma-facing 
components significantly by sputtering, by pulsed load including melting and droplet ejection, and by 
unipolar arcing. Thus, the nature of blister and “fuzz” formation was (and still is) investigated thoroughly – 
also by applying modern simulation methods like density-functional theory, molecular dynamics, and 
kinetic Monte Carlo codes. However, some details on the specific formation mechanisms are still not 
known.
Hydrogen isotope retention in tungsten is an important safety issue in the design of future fusion reactors. 
Therefore, it not surprising that a lot of experimental and modeling efforts for understanding the behavior 
of hydrogen isotopes in tungsten have been made during the last decades [545,586,594–599]. Of interest 
are trapping sites, like dislocations, which could be multiplied by rising H/D/T concentrations and then 
propagate deeper into the material and act as further trapping sites. Such a mechanism would explain the 
lack of saturation of deuterium retention in extremely large-fluence plasma exposures. Another important 
effect related to the dislocation formation by the presence of hydrogen in the lattice is embrittlement. The 
plasma-facing surface can then exhibit an increased tendency to crack during transient heat loads. 
Measurements revealed a retention peak in the region around 400-700 K (contrary to expectations, where 
one might assume it to appear at higher temperatures), which is likely dependent on the details of the 
microstructure of the tungsten material, on the sample preparation methodology, on the purity of the 
material, and other details. This peak in retention is correlated to the empirical observation of blister 
formation in the tungsten surface. While the relationship to deuterium retention is clear, the 
understanding of the formation mechanisms requires still more investigations.
Among the least explored fields considered in this review are probably the synergistic effects of neutron 
irradiation and plasma interaction. Since there is no facility, which combines neutron irradiation with 
plasma exposure, experiments have to be performed sequentially (first irradiation, then plasma exposure), 
or neutron irradiation is replaced by ion or proton irradiation. However, it is rather difficult to meet all 
requirements (damage and transmutation rate, dose, H/He concentrations, etc.) for a specific case study, 
like for example, for a nuclear fusion relevant experiment. Nevertheless, neutron damage in tungsten can 
have at least two profound effects. The first is related to an increase in the retention of hydrogen isotopes 
at the defects produced by the collisional cascades. The second effect is a change in the thermomechanical 
properties of the tungsten material, which may affect its possible use in a plasma-facing component. Both 
topics were addressed mainly for lower dose levels within ITER-related experiments. Reliable (engineering) 
data for the design of a future nuclear fusion reactor (e.g. DEMO) is still not available.
Regarding high heat flux tests, electron and neutral beam devices are the most common and flexible test 
devices, while laser beams are used to apply intense transient events on a relatively small area. In 
combination with a linear plasma device this technique enables the investigation of synergistic effects 
between transient heat loads and a plasma background. The most recent development is superimposed 
transient heat loads in plasma devices generated by a fast increase of the input power in the plasma source 
by a capacitor bank. However, the combination of all these methods is required to obtain a comprehensive 
picture of the expected material degradation during the operation of a fusion reactor. So far, a broad range 
of load scenarios (stationary, transient), materials, component mock-ups, and parameter fields has been 
covered. It has been demonstrated that the high heat flux and thermal shock performance of tungsten and 
tungsten materials is a very complex interaction between a lot of parameters comprising among others the 
loading conditions itself, the thermal and mechanical properties, and the microstructure. In addition to the 
pure thermal exposure of tungsten, high flux particle loading needs to be considered, too. As mentioned 
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above, H and He irradiation changes the mechanical and thermal properties of tungsten and hence have 
an influence on the thermal shock damage response. Due to H/He embrittlement, critical stresses for 
damage and crack formation will be lower and also lead to faster damage 
evolution[364,669][364,668][364,668][372,668][372,668][364,668][364,668][364,667][365,668][370,665]
[362,665][362,665][362,665][369,664][360,663][360,663][368,663][368,663]. As outlined in Section 5, He-
induced bubble formation directly below the surface reduces the thermal conductivity and can result in 
higher surface temperatures. In addition, W-fuzz growth could lead to enhanced erosion of tungsten 
materials. Unfortunately, the impact of high-energy neutrons on the performance of tungsten under 
transient heat loads, especially for high pulse number tests and simultaneous particle exposure, is not clear 
yet [147].
As repeatedly mentioned, nuclear fusion is the main tungsten-related R&D field in which irradiation and 
plasma interaction play a central role. This is certainly the reason why the interest in tungsten materials 
from a technological as well as a scientific viewpoint is currently as high as probably never before. As 
discussed and concluded, there are a number of open questions, which need to be answered in the course 
of a conceptual design phase towards DEMO. Interestingly, many of these are related to neutron irradiation 
and/or PSI effects, and it is rather likely that some of the recently completed campaigns will close one or 
another gap in the tungsten database. Currently more campaigns and R&D programs are in the planning 
stage and even more will be required to address all open questions. Therefore, the authors predict a bright 
future for the research field “irradiation behavior and plasma interaction of tungsten materials”. And 
certainly, the Journal of Nuclear Materials will further play an important role in this endeavor.
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11 List of figures

Fig. 1: Subject areas of publications from 1860-1959 (left) and from 1960-2017 (right) with “tungsten” in 
the article title (Scopus database, note: an article can be listed in several areas).
Fig. 2: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-
2017. Only the leading 40 sources according to the Scopus database are listed.
Fig. 3: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-
2017. Only the leading 20 countries according to the Scopus database are listed. The average over a total 
of 125 countries is 260 publications per country.
Fig. 4: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-
2017. Only the leading 50 affiliations according to the Scopus database are listed.
Fig. 5: Number of tungsten related publications (“tungsten” in the article title) in the period from 1960-
2017. Only the leading 30 authors according to the Scopus database are listed.
Fig. 6: Subject areas of publications on tungsten irradiation and plasma interaction from 1960 until July 
2018, investigated by the Scopus database. Remarkably, more than 30 % of the articles were published by 
the JNM.
Fig. 7: Overview on typical metallic two-component tungsten phases at lower temperatures. The elements 
are either insoluble, form intermetallic phases in an extended concentration range, form stoichiometric 
(line) compounds with indicated ratios, or form solid solutions (in some cases just within certain limits).
Fig. 8: A classification of tungsten materials. Multi-component alloys are typically produced by melt 
metallurgy (sometimes by mechanical alloying/sintering). Binary solid solution and doped tungsten alloys 
are produced by sintering. Tungsten composites are most often fabricated by liquid phase sintering or by 
a combination of CVD and PVD. Only the highlighted (bold) materials are of commercial relevance.
Fig. 9: Typical dose effect on hardening of tungsten after neutron irradiation. Compared to the neutron 
fluence, the irradiation temperature (from 90 °C to 850 °C) as well as the microstructure of the samples 
(SX: single crystal; HR: hot rolled and annealed; AC: produced by arc melting) have a minor effect on 
hardening. However, since the Re transmutation cross-section shows a maximum for thermal neutrons, 
irradiation hardening strongly depends on the reactor type in which the specimens are irradiated. 
Compared to the Japanese test reactor Joyo, the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR, at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, USA) has a high peak in the low energy range of the neutron spectrum. Therefore, the 
formation of Re rich precipitations is much higher in samples that were irradiated in the HFIR, which leads 
to the observed additional increase in hardening [524]. This different behavior is indicated in the diagram 
by arrows.
Fig. 10: Irradiation microstructure map [168]. The schematic of the evolution of the visible damage 
structure of neutron irradiated pure W and We-Re alloys.
Fig. 11: Comparison of atomic probe tomography (APT) images and transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) micrographs of pure W after irradiation to 0.96 dpa at 538 °C in the fast reactor Joyo. a) Re enriched 
area observed by APT. b) Iso-concentration representation (>2 % Re) of a). c) TEM micrograph of pure W 
from [175].
Fig. 12: Sputtering yield for deuterium and helium ions on tungsten at normal incidence.
Fig. 13: The microstructural evolution of W under irradiation at constant temperatures of 293, 773, 1073, 
and 1273 K [551].
Fig. 14: He irradiated W in NAGDIS-II at 1400 K and 50 eV. He fluences are (a), (b)1.1 x 1025 m2 and (c) 2.4 x 
1025 m2. [565]
Fig. 15: Cross-sectional SEM images of W targets exposed to pure He plasma for exposure times of (a) 300 
s, (b) 2.0 × 103 s, (c) 4.3 × 103 s, (d) 9.0 × 103 s and (e) 2.2 × 104 s. The targets were exposed at a fixed 
temperature of 1120 K. The plasma properties varied slightly in the parameter ranges ne = 4 × 1018 m-3 and 
Te ∼ 6–8 eV, He+ = (4–6) × 1022 m-2 s-1 in order to maintain the constant fixed target temperature [563].
Fig. 16: Characteristics of the fiber nano-structure formed under irradiation of a tungsten surface at 1000 
°C by low-energy helium ions (50 eV) for a duration of 500 s. (a and b) Top-view and cross-section images. 
(c) Electron diffraction patter from the tungsten filaments of (a). (d) High-resolution TEM image of the 
structure of a tungsten filament [568].
Fig. 17: (a) The ramped Mo tiles and W probe upon removal from Alcator C-Mod, (b) SEM image of the W 
probe surface showing nano-tendrils on the surface, and (c) high magnification SEM image [570].
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Fig. 18: Young's modulus (a) and shear modulus (b) for period 5 (Zr (Group 4) to Ag (Group11) and Period 
6 (Hf (Group 5) to Au (Group 11)) elements at room temperature. Elements with long nano-fibers observed 
in our experiments are marked by circles.[546]
Fig. 19: Schematics of the experiments and pictures and micrographs of fuzzy fur like materials. (a) 
Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Schematic of the sample exposed to ions. (c,d) Pictures of W 
largescale nano-fibers on a W substrate after an irradiation time of 3600 s from top and side view. The 
sample temperature, Ts, the incident ion energy, Ei, and the ion fluence, Φ, were 1200 K, 70 eV, and 1.8 x 
1025 m-2, respectively. (e,f) Pictures of Mo large-scale nano-fibers. The irradiation conditions were Ts = 1250 
K, Ei = 70 eV, and Φ = 2.0 x 1025 m-2. (g–i) Optical microscope micrographs of W large-scale fuzzy 
nanostructures. The irradiation conditions were Ts = 1300 K, Ei = 70 eV, and Φ = 2.8 x 1025 m-2. The scale 
bar in (c–f) and (g–i) represents 2 and 0.1 mm, respectively [593].
Fig. 20: When examining the depth profile of retained (i.e. statically trapped) deuterium in plasma-exposed 
tungsten, three regions generally become evident: near-surface, plateau, and bulk region [603]. These 
regions are indicated on some experimental depth profiles as published by Alimov [604].
Fig. 21: Contrary to expectations, where one might assume at higher temperature, lower energy trap sites 
would not be populated and therefore retention would continuously decrease with temperature, a peak 
in retention in tungsten in the region around 400-700 K is measured [610].
Fig. 22: Comparison of the deuterium concentration at radiation-induced defects in W created by neutron 
irradiation in the high-flux isotope reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [631], and by 
irradiation with 20 MeVW6+ and subsequently exposed to D plasma at sample temperature of 470 K [627].
Fig. 23: Thermal conductivity of pristine W and He plasma damaged W layer in bulk W, along with that of 
thin film before and after irradiation. The thermal conductivity of the damaged film is at least one order of 
magnitude lower than that of pristine bulk W, and is nearly temperature independent, suggesting the effect 
of defects introduced during He plasma bombardment [638].
Fig. 24: Schematic depiction of the temperature evolution during plasma discharges in a fusion reactor with 
different stationary heat loads (red line, increasing from left to right) and the temperature rise during 
transient events (blue line) which cause an additional fast increase of the surface temperature. (a) 
temperature increase due to stationary heat loads below DBTT; (b) temperature increase due to stationary 
heat loads between DBTT and Trecr; (c) temperature increase due to stationary heat loads above Trecr.
Fig. 25: Damage mappings of tungsten samples exposed to 100 ELM-like thermal shocks at different base 
temperatures and absorbed power densities with a pulse duration of 1ms and repetition frequency of 1 Hz 
[380]. a) tungsten samples with grain oriented perpendicular to the loaded surface (transversal); b) same 
tungsten samples as in (a) but recrystallized at 1600 °C for 1 h before the thermal shock exposure. The 
green line indicates the damage threshold of the material while the red box indicates the mechanical 
properties (written below) obtained in tensile tests.
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